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cHRONICLE
Buddy Guy's lease
ends, Columbia
flexible on move
out date

Wide
world of
wiki
expands

By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor
While many hunted for presents during the holiday season,
legendary blues musician Buddy
Guy shopped for a new venue for
his club.
After 18 yearn of performing at
Buddy Guy's Legends, 754 S.
Wabash Ave., Guy will need to relocate after his lease expires this May.
However, officials at Columbia, the
property's owner, said the college is
w illing to be flexible if Guy needs
additional time to move out once
the lease ends.
Eight years ago Columbia
received the 275,000 sq . fl. property at Eighth Street and Wabash
Avenue from an ano nymo us
donor. A lthough Guy's original
lease expired in 2005, he
received a two-year extension
w hen his plans to move fell
through.
In 1999, the college informed
all tenants that their leases had
been terminated, which included
a restaurant, plant shop, adult
books tore and Buddy Guy 's
Legends.
" He knew from the minute we
took over the building in 1999
that there was going to be an end
to his residency there," said
Micki Leventhal, directo r of
Media Relations at Columbia.
While those at Buddy Guy's
Legends cherish its current location, history and fans, they are
confident in the club's continuing
success.
"The outpouring o f s upport
and love that fans in the city have
shown when the news broke that
we had to move shows that
[Buddy Guy's] fans will fo llow
him wherever he goes," said
Isabelle Libmann, director of
Special Events and Publicity for
See

l.eCenda, Page 10

By Allison Riggio
Associate Editor

Mauricio RublofThe Chronicle
Buddy Guy performs at his self-title d bar located at 754 S. Wabash Ave. on Jan. 18. When Guy's lease
ends in May, Buddy Guy's Legends will need tci find a new venue.
·

Move over. MapQuest. Make
room for a neighbor. Googlc
Maps. WikiMapia is in town.
In the s pirit of the ever-growing trend of "wiki" web sitess ites that can be edited by anyone- Wik iMapia.org launched
in May 2006 as a way to
" describe the Earth," according
to an e-mail from one of its creators, Al exandre Koriakine, who
resides in Russia and was
unable to speak by phone.
" [The] ultimate goal is to have
a described map of Earth which
is constantly updated," Koriakine
said, adding that he and fellow
creator Evgeniy Savelicv got the
idea while traveling.
The site has nabbed about
30,000 users since registration
began three months ago. with an
unknown number of dai ly
unregis tered users visiting the
site, which is edited about once
every second, Koriakine said.
WikiMapia works similarly to
popular s ites lik ~ Wikipedia.org
an d Wiktionary.org. Visitors to
WikiMapia.org are greeted with
a satellite map of the w orld
w here th ey can zoom in on
numerous cit ies and tag places
like parks , ne ighborhoods,
schools and residencies.
The site has no intention to
compete with MapQuest or
other searchable online mapping
sites. Because anyone can ed it
the content, it's susceptib le to
the same fal se entries that other
wiki sites often battle.
S ee WlkiMapla, Page 32

Hourly rates hit Senate
By Dana Nelson
Assistant City Beat Editor
The new Democratic-<:<>ntrolled

U. S. House spent the first 100
hours in office taking legislative
action. Of their many goals, one of
the first bills that passed was to
increase the federal minirrium
wage, a task that has not been done
in nearly a decade.
The Fair Minimum Wage Act of
2007, which proposes to change
the current minimum wage of
$5. 15 to $7.25 over the next three
years, was introduced to the House
of Representatives in the beginning
of this year. On Jan. I 0, all 223
Democrats voted yes. as did 82
Republicans, passing the bill.
If it passes in the Senate, the fede1:31 minimum wage will begin year-

ly 70-cent increases, starting March
II , when it will become $5.85. It
will be raised to $6.55 in March
2008 and to $7.25 in March 2009.
"$725 is incredibly modest," said
Liana Fox, economic analyst of the
Economic Policy Institute, a nonprofit economic research group with
a focus on low- to middle-income
workers. "I don 't think anyone
would argue you can survive or support a family on minimum wage."
The Senate has voted down minimum wage increases several times
already in the past few yearn. In
response, 30 states, such as Maine,
Washington and Florida, have
already increased their state minimum wages above the federal level.
A lthough Illino is minimum
wage is already higher than the federal minimum, the state recently
voted to raise its current minimum
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wage of $6.50 to $8.25 over the
next 26 months.
"Higher minimum wage is popular right now, but minimum wage
wasn 't made for a family of four,"
said Kim Maisch, Illinois state
director for the National Federation
of Independent Business (NFIB), a
lobbying organization representing
small and independent businesses.
"[Minimum wage] was developed
as a starting wage and the majority
of people making minimum wage
are people starting out," Maisch said.
"They're not at a level where they
should be making $ 10 an hour."
According to studies by the
Economic Policy Institute, an estimated 14.9 million workers would
be affected by an increase in minimum wage. Eighty percent of those
affected are aged 20 or older.
See Increase, Page 37
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News &Notes
Keep your babies
off my lawn
By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Chief
bring in who le carts full of pigs and soil themselves, just
While we' re beg inning yet babies into the casinos. After getting off on the very fact that
another semester. we shouldn't winning the jackpot, the gam- adults have to literally wipe
have to worry about the commie blers would return to their horse their butts. They also talk in a
homos. Democrats or terrorists and buggy only to get mugged language of mind control,
who routinely stomp on our by a horde of babies waiting out- which crumples a person 's selfJudea-Christian ways of life. No, side. Casinos started banning the respect by forcing them to talk
we as Americans should be more use of babies, but some greedy in their language of "goo-goos"
concerned with a threat graver gamblers still to this day sneak and "gah-gahs." This secret
than illegal immigrants-babies. one or two in underneath their language acts like an infeGtion,
These parasites, which are raining coat. But the babies saved up the which burrows in the minds of
down on this country from their money in offshore bank humans by seducing them into
demonic stork chariots, are killing accounts, using their fortunes to wanting a child.
America with their "goo-goo gah- create the insidious disposable
Unfortunately, a few months
gahs," mind-controlling powers, diaper and baby food industries. ago a relative of mine found out
gluttonous double strollers,
The baby agenda has also infil- she was pregnant. While it is
pornographic pacifiers, immoral
far too early for doctors to
children 's shows and their appeal
determine the monster's sex,
to pedophiles.
she is adamant the baby is a
And, more significantly, it
girl. The relative bombarded
my mother with questions durshould come as no surprise that
the word "babies" rhymes with
ing a Thanksgiving visit, ask"scabies." This seemingly small
ing if she was more nauseous
revelation not only brings to light
when pregnant with my sister,
the similarities between babies
Taylor. My mother said she felt
and skin mites, but how babies
more ill when carrying my
simply aren 't human. I mean,
younger brother, Miles, than
she did with any of her childoes anyone know how they
breathe when they' re lazily
dren. I'm not sure if my mom
was being honest or initially
lounging around the womb, gettrying to rain on our babyting fat while the rest of us have to
wake up and go to work?
crazed relative 's parade, but I
No, because the babies have
had to congratulate my mom
been crawling their way toward
for not being sucked into the
world domination for centuries.
baby-frenzy paranoia that has
Ever since Adam and Eve were
claimed my relative as a victim.
booted out of Eden, God has
We shouldn' t forget that the
plagued mankind with the baby trated Hollywood with movies Antichrist shall be born on
menace by cursing Eve with like Look Who s Talking, Baby Earth as a baby. This alone has
childbearing. The seeds of Geniuses and Rosemary s Baby. to motivate Americans into takAmerica's destructio n were But more and more celebrities are ing the baby threat into their
planted on that tragic day, but making the covers of magazines own hands by setting up detenthe baby conspiracy didn ' t for- with pictures of their babies, tion centers, or nurseries, in
mulate until the early 1800s, which in turn poisons the minds order to quarantine the babies
when the pioneers of the West of Americans into thinking they off from humans. To make sure
would throw babies in poker should get a baby.
no· more babies pop out of
games as bets. Angry, the
I mentioned this to a nonbeliev- wombs, the government must
babies decided to take matters er, a friend who doesn't realize pass an amendment to the
into their own plump hands by how the baby menace has been Constitution banning the creseeking o ut the assistance of a using the American working class ation of babies by ordering
wizard, who christened babies as its own personal diaper.
Americans to get their tubes
w!lh super good luck powers on
"No way, man," the imbecile tied. If we do not act now, the
the gambling fl oors of the early replied. "Babies are cute."
future may be lost to those hell
cas mos
Cute? They can' t even walk spawn.
These powers created a trend to the bathroom to take a dump.
hclallss@chroniclemail. com
amongst gamblers, who would Instead, they sit like greedy
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Calendar
January
Once again, Columbia's monthly Lunchtime Drum Circle will
meet from noon to 2 p.m. Jan. 24. The event will take place in the
Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

For more information, call Sharod Smith at (312) 344-7188.

The Portfolio Center invites students to visit throughout the day
on Jan. 25 to design personal business cards with the help of staff.
The Center is located in Suite 307 in the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave.

For more information, call Adam Berry at (312) 344-8660.

HIV/AioS

t:ecfure

Dr. Mai"dge Cohen will visit the college Jan. 25 to discuss AIDS
in Africa, and her experiences while creating health clinics and
other programs. The event will be held in the Hokin Auditorium in
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. from 6:30p.m.
to 7:30p.m.

For more information, call Jennifer Murray at (3 I 2) 344-8686.

Human Rlgtt1s Presentation
South Africa Constitutional Court Justice Albie Sachs will hold a
discussion on democracy, human rights, arts and gender. The event
will be held from 5:30p.m. to 7:30p.m. in the Ferguson Hall, in the
. AlexandroffCampus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.

For more information, call Kelly Saulsberry at (3 12) 344-8829.

In Your Opinion
Where do you buy your textbooks and why?

BOOMBOX with Power Speakers
The Hokin Annex, in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., will be hosting BOOMBOX. The event will share interests in
contemporary urban life, current and historical sociopolitical issues
throu~h graffiti and graphic painting styles. The event will run from
Jan. 22 to Feb. 28.

Fur marl' information, call Eloise Dahl at (3 12) 344-7663.

)~
\

Photo Doc Day
Students nnd recent graduates cnn have their portifolo samples documented by advanced and expert photography majors for free on
Jnn. 26 from 10 n.m. to 5 p.m. The event will be held in the Photo
Studio in the II th Street Cnmpus, 72 E. II th St.

J
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~our firms
Architects interview
for Media Production
Center commission
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

After receiving approval from
Columbia's board of trustees to
begin a $20 million fundraising
campaign in October for the Media
Production Center, the college has
taken another step toward constructing its first building.
In December, Columbia narrowed down a list of 29 arch itecture firms to four, which are in
the running to design the Media
Production Center, a facility to be
located at 1632 S . State St.
Some of the Media Production
Center's proposed amenities
include two sound stages, a motion
capture studio and an animation
lab. Administrators believe the
center will fu"ifi ll the college's
growing need for additional studio
and professional equipment space.
Starting this February, each fum
will go through one last interview
for the design commission, when
they'll explain their design philosophy, approach and ability to stay
within budget. Columbia officials
said they would like to have a firm
selected by March.
" I know we're going to have the
opportunity to meet with four very
~reative firms who have defmitely
made their inark in the industry,"
said Doreen Bartoni, dean of the
School of Media Arts. " It will be
wonderful · to see w hat they bring
to our subsequent meetings."
Although the city has promised
the property 's sale to Columbia, the
purchase process cannot officially
begin until a fmal proposal and

in running to design facility Grad's
murder
•
rematns
unsolved

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle
The city gave Columbia the arch from the former Famo us Playe rsLasky Corporation building. 1327 S. Wabash Ave. The college will
incorporate this arch into t he proposed Media Production Ce nte r.
budget are established for the Media
Production Center. Alicia Berg, vice
president of Campus Environment.
could not reveal the property's
value, as the college has not yet
finalized negotiations to purchase it
from the city. The land at 1632 S.

State St. is currently empty.
Fo r additiona l ass istance in
selecting the most qualified
architecture firm s, the college has
teamed w ith M arth a Thorne,
executive d"irector of the Pritzker
Architecture Prize.

"The great opportunity, in my
mind, is the ability to invigorate
the college's community . .. with a
tangible and beautiful new facility," Thorne said in an e-mail. "A
new building can express the college's optimism in and direction
for its future. It can also create a
visible presence forthe college in
downtown Chicago that will not
only serve the students who use the
MPC, but also add to the college's
identity in. the city."
The four architecture firms are
New
York-based
Helfand
Architecture, Morphosis of Los
A ngeles and Chicago firms
Studio Gang Architects and
Brininstool + Lynch.
A II firm s have completed institutional projects similar to the
Media Production Center, Berg
said. However, the architecture
selection committee 's
final
choice will depend on a firm 's
ability to listen to the college,
work with the Columbia community and provide practical and
quality architecture.
"We don 't want a really marvelous building that really isn't
functional," Berg said.
Each fi·rm must also consider
the college 's des ire to keep the
budget cost-effective . Berg
cou ld not reveal an estimated
budget for the Media Production
Center because s he has not seen
fina l design proposals.
A $20 million capital campaign began las t year to help
ra ise fund s for the Media
Production C enter. C urrently,
the college has ra ised aro und $6
million, according to Eric
Wins ton, · v ice pres ident o f
Ins titutiona l Advancement.
See Center, Page 10

By Hayley Graham

Editor-in-Chief
one month
after
Nearly
Columbia graduate Lauren Kiefer
was found murdered in her home in
unincorporated Oakbrook Terrace,
the case is still left unsolved.
At the time of publication, a
spokesperson with the DuPage
County Police Department said
there have still been no new developments in the case. Rewards are
totaling $23,000 for information
that leads to the arrest and conviction of Kiefer's killer.
A relative found Kiefer, 24,
beaten to death at 7: 15 p.m. on
Christmas Day. Police are unsure
whether the crime was random or
if Kiefer was targeted.
Kiefer was a broadcast major
and graduated. from Columbia's
Journalism Department in 2005.
She had been working in client
development at the Red Bull energy drink distributing company,
Power Distributing LLC, and at
Fitz's Pub in Elmhurst.
Frank Bianco, director of
Broadcast Operation in the
lelevision Department, had Kiefer
as a student in the production section of the Newsbeat class. He
remembered her as an enthusiastic
student who worked well with
everyone.
"She was pretty goal oriented,"
Bianco said. " I thought she would
do really well when she graduated."

Evaluations move onlirie,-.students may benefit
By George P. Slefo

Assistant Campus News Editor
T his semester stud ents w ill
use a mouse ins tead of a pencil
to evaluate their in structors as
Columbia moves its teacher
evaluations online.
Whether o r no t it will be
mandatory is still in discussion.

Last se~ester, Co lumbia ran
an online evaluati on pilot,
selecting 4-5 di fferent c lasses
from
three
de partm ents.
Students in those classes were
obligated to complete th.e ir evaluations online; those who didn 't
had restricted access to their
OA SI-S <\Ccounts, b locking them
from choos ing future c lasses

until th ey com p leted the ir
teacher assessments.
"Of all of the students th at
parti cipated, o nl y o ne compla ined , which is really good,"
said Yun Kim , ass istant vice
pres ident
of
Resea rch ,
Evaluation and P lanning.
Kim sa id resiri cting OA S IS
access to students was a concept

Teache r eva luations fro m the fa ll 2006 s emes ter fill the office of Elizabeth S ilk, executive di recto r of
Ins titutiona l Re s earc h. By next semes te r, s tude nts ~i ll be fi lling out evaluations o nline .

for the fall pi lot and isn 't necessarily fin a l on ce eva luations
move online.
" Student partic ipation
is
going to make or break this
entire process," Kim said . " And
that's the bottom line ."
Bruce Sheridan, who is president of Co lumbia's Co llege
Council and cllair of the Fi lm and
Video Department, said his only
concern with restricting OASIS
accounts is when students beg in
reg istering for future courses.
" If my best students can 't get
into my class then that's no good,"
Sheridan said.
T he real controversy, however,
lies within utili zing the online
evaluations to their fullest potential, and allowing students to view
com pleted data through OASIS
when choosing classes.
Co lumbia's College Council:
which is made up of full-time,
adj unct faculty and a few student
representat ives, carries mixed
opinions on p lac ing completed
evaluations through OASIS. Many
full-time faculty council members
are concerned that posting data
online will affect their chances for
tenure, which is used as data when
rev iewed every s ix years.
" I could see the onl ine eval uation as a very valuable piece of
information,"
said
Ke ith
Kostecka, fac ulty mem ber in the
Science and Math Department,
S ee Evaluations, Pag e 10

Courtesy Omar Castillo

kianco, who has worked at the
college for 24 years, said Kiefer was
a great student and a tenific person.
Rose Economou, faculty member in the Journalism Department,
taught Kiefer i·n two courses, and
got to know her quite well during
that time.
"She was j ust an amazing young
woman who deserved to li ve a
long life," Economou said.
During the fall of 2004 Kiefer
w as a s tudent in Economou's
Investigative Repo rting class.
which held a sympos ium on how to
cover terrorism for other journalism
students. For the class Kiefer closely examined her comm unity for
possible terrorism threats.
" She was one of those outgoing
peop le who made friends w ith
everyone and worked very hard in
every c lass that she took,'"
Economou sa id.
Economou said s ince students in
the Journalism Department are
trained to investigate, she hopes
they w ill utilize their reporting
sk ills to help the police find
Kiefer's killer.

hgraham@chroniclemail. com
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Gallery explores Mexican printmaking, letters Off The Grid
By George P. Slefo
Assistant Campus News Editor

and paper arts.
" It 's great this much effort
goes into promoting art that's
related to such a small group [at
Columbia]," Mattott said.
In an interview published for
the "Graphic Reality" exhibit,
feature artist Artemio Rodriguez
said because he 's been an outsider of Mexico since he was 2 I,
"Graphic Reality" provided him
with an opportunity to make
sense of what is going on in
Mex ico's printmaking world, as
well as present it to different
form of public.
Rodriguez, who was in Mexico

Graphics speak louder than
words at Col umbi a's "Graphic
Real ity" and "Off The Grid"
exhibits thai showcase artwork
related to graphic design.
"The Mexican printmaking is
on show for its second year on
campus, and now we are doing
last curtain," said Bill Drendel,
ga llery coordin ator al the Book
and Paper Art Center.
··G raphic Reality" features
arti st Artemio Rodriguez and six
other contemporary
Latino
artists. at the Center for Book and
Paper Ans. I I 04 S. Wabash Ave.,
"/Columbia/ is very
in an effort to promote graphic
interested in furthering
arts at Columbia. The exhibit
the world of type and
presents designs that resemble
popular images from Aztec and graphic arts to students."
Latino culture.
The exhib it us es popular · -Bill Drendel, gallery
Latino images juxtaposed with
coordinator
American influence. One piece
features a Hi spanic baseball during the exhibit's opening, could
pitcher with U.S. currency in his not be reached for comment.
pitching hand and another
Adjacent to the feature exhibshows skateboards marked with it is "Off The Grid," which is
different skeleton images asso- di splayed as a contrast to
ciated with the Mexican holiday "Graphic Reality." This also
Day of the Dead.
illustrates concepts of graphic
Drew Mattott, a 28-year-old designs, but through the use of
graduate student studying book font and word placement with a
and paper arts. said it's impor- freestyle approach.
tant that the school displays
"Thi s is a sort of inspiration
artwork from various ethnic for students to see the different
backgrounds.
· ways type can be used as art ,"
Mattott, who spent five years Drendel sai d.
at Buffalo State University,
Debbie Morony, a 3 I -year-old
came to Columbia because it sales consultant, was taken by a
was one of the few schools· that larger-than-life tribal art piece
offered graduate courses in book that consumed much of the

a

gallery's wall.
" It 's
amazing
that
[Columbia's] able to present
such a large piece," Morony
said. " I think it's very interesting that they have two exhibits
going on."
Shawn Sheehy, a Columbia
graduate and instructor in the
Book and Paper Arts Masters program, had a variety of his artwork
displayed for the "Off The Grid"
exhibit. Sheehy said one of his
means of expression is through
the use of type and letters as a
form of art. Because he's interested in making pop-up books and
artistic book covers, Sheehy
wants to become involved at
Columbia by sharing his knowledge with other students.
"A lot of people interested in
book art and book design find
this form of artwork as an outlet;
it 's visual art," Sheehy said.
Sheehy, who completed hi s
MFA in 2002 from Columbia,
majored in book and paper art~,
and said the "Off The Grid"
exhibit is design-driven .
"It's a lot of cutting and creating inventive non-linear compositions," Sheehy said .
Drendel said Columbia is one
of three schools that offer a
graduate major in book and
paper arts.
"[Columbia] is very interested
in furthering the world of type
and graphic arts to students,"
Drendel said.
Tire exhibit is running until
Feb. 24.

Rachael St[echerjThe Chronicle
Mark Moroney, a graduate student in the Book and Paper Arts pro(llam
and artist in "Off the Grid," looks at a piece in the exhibit with his 15
months old son Uam, on Jan. 12.

Wednesday January 24

All Music Student ·
Convocation
12:00 PM
Classical Guitarist
William Kanengiser
In Concert
7:00 PM
General Admission $15
Students $1 0

Thursday January 26

All Music Student
Convocation
12:00 PM
•It is required to attend one of
the convocations.

All Mualc Eventa oro Feo, Union Othorwlao Noted
Concerta Are Held ot 1014 S M lchlgon
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Student quits to pursue
.professional poker career
By Brent Steven White
Associate Editor

AFRICA

dot

COM, DRUMS TO DIGITAL

January 15- February 28. 2007
Reception. Thursday. February 1. 5 . Spm

The Glass Curtam Gallery of Columbia College Chtcago is proud to present Af rica.DotCom. an
extubitJon that vtsu ally and tnteractJvely explores the collision of modern cutture and technology on
cross-cuttural communtcabon. Agamst the background of tradfttonal Afncan "talkmg· drums. dance
and oral traditions. powenng of the voice through electrome medta has altered t hese long-established
customs. New technology has st rengthened and retnforced the assimilation of African expressive
culture tnto vtbrant new forms tn America
Unhke clasSical Afncan art exhtbltions. Afnca Dot Com focuses on representmg Atnca as part of t he
modern wortd. wrth cultures t hat have navtgated mto new medta alongstde the global community.
Srnce the 1960s. dramatic changes have taken place as a resutt of Afrrcan rndependence. and
access to new media. computers. drgltal technology and mobile phones 11 growmg at a raptd rate
Anthropologrsts currently encounter all types of dtgltal medra rn both urban and rural settmgs. and t he
charting of rnnovatJve. vaned practtces wlthm a range of medta has only JUSt begun
Afrtca OotCom ts curated by Columbra College alumnt Deborah Stokes. who currently teaches Afncan
art history at the Untverstty of lllmors Chrcago and has completed field research rn Nrgerla and Kenya

ETHNIC DRESS: Art & Culture
January 15 - February 23 2007
Reoeptron January 25. 5-7 pm
Curated by Virgrnta Heaven and Andrew Causey
EthniC Dreu Art & Culture showcases twenty·five garments from around the world. selected from the
Faahron Cotumbra Stucty Collectton to explore the mterrelattont htps of technology and aesthetrcs
through the materral cutture of dress The exhrbrtron demonstrates how the untversal technrques of
embrotdery. pnntmg. weavmg and applique are used by drverse socretre a to clothe the bocty and express
cultural tdentrty
EthniC Dre11 Art & Culture represents the collaboratron of Co Iumbra College Chrcago graduate and
under&Jaduate atudentt tn the Arts. Entertarnment and Medta Management and the Lrberal Educatton
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Most students devote time to their social
lives to fill the lulls between classes and
homework. Some wcrk part-time. Others
participate in student-orientated activities.
And then there is Ryan Lazarus, whose
interest is spending upwards of I0 hours a day
sitting at his computer playing online poker.
What was previously his part-time interest,
however, has recently turned into his full-time
passion. After spending two years at
Columbia studying film, Lazarus decided to
drop out last fall to pursue a career as a professional poker player. He admits it hasn't been
as lucrative as he originally hoped, and none
of his friends have supported his decisionbut he has no regrets, he said
"If there was ever a time to do it, now's
the time because of how popular it is,"
Lazarus said. "I want to try and maximize as
much money as I can."
Lazarus said he began playing seriously
while still in school last spring. He managed
to accumulate a monetary account---«lso
referred to as a bankroll-of over $1 ,000
and said this allowed him to play in the bigger games, which are mostly $30 and $50
buy-in tournaments. It's in these games that,
depending on the number of entrants, first
place can win anywhere from $1,000 to
$10,000. His best session was winning
$1 ,250, while his worst was losing $500 in
one day, he said.
"Once my bankroll got up, I thought that if
I played higher stakes I could slowly build up
my bankroll and ·make even more money,"
Lazarus said 'Through the swnmer, I was
averaging a grand a month [playing] parttime, and I thought to myself, 'I really need to
tty to make some real money at this."'
But his success was short-lived, he said
After malcing about $2,000 his first month
playing professionally, his poker bankroll
began to dwindle, as he slowed down his
gambling and began to spend his money on
video games, golfing, bars and White Sox
games.
Lazarus' current bankroll has plummeted
to $275, and he's been surviving off money
he had previously invtsted in stocks and
Christmas gift money, he said.
"I've preny much just been scraping by,"
he said.
Because of the recent surge in poker popularity, there's a growing trend of college
students taking up the game. Amit Sharma,
a professional poker player with a six-figure
bankroll who plays both online and in casinos, said he's known a couple college students who have succeeded in making a significant amount of money playing poker.
But he noted that if amateurs who want to
tum pro can't consistently win at lower levels, then they are making "one of the worst
decisions of their life."

"I know a 21-year-old who goes to the
University of Massachusetts who was making $1 million a year while attending classes," Sharma sai"d, referring to Kyle Wilson,
a
professional poker player on
FullTiltPoker.com. "A lot of times people
want to go pro, and they "don't know the
absolute basics of poker. You need to know
math and statistics, and once you know that
you can beat the casual player."
Last summer, Shanna played in the World
Series of Poker in Las Vegas where the nmner-up of the tournament was a college
drop-out- like Lazarus-named Paul
Wasicka. Wasicka's second place finish
grossed him over $6 million.
Sharma stressed that Wasicka's sucx:ess as a
fonner student can be misleading to amateurs.
"What a lot of people don't know about
Paul Wasicka was that he was beating highlimit cash games on a regular basis,"
Shanna said. "Even though he dropped out
of college, he understood what it took to
succeed.... You have to beat the game regularly and consistently."
Lazarus acknowledged that it lakes a lot of
time to hone poker slcills, and said his frieods
and family haven't been entirely supportive of
his decision to quit school for pok«. He said
his parents were "really upset" and "not
happy" about him dropping out, while many
of his friends, including his two roommates,
have been equally disinterested with his current ambition.
"I think it's a dumb idea, but as long as
he has the rent paid, it doesn't really
bother me," said Lawrence Mott, a film
student who lives with Lazarus in
Wrigleyville. "I thought it was comical
[when he said he was quitting) ·because
you don't drop out of college to gamble.
Dropping out itself is a gamble,"
Bryan Walsh, a junior film major and
Lazarus' other roommate, agreed with Molt
"I pretty much just laughed and thought to
myself it was stupid," Wdlsh said, recalling
the time Lazarus told him about his new
career plans. "And everybody else thought tbe
same. All our friends woUld take me in tbe
comer and say, 'Oh my God, is he serious?'"
Both added they hope Lazarus eventually
decides to finish his film degree.
.
"I don't know one friend that agrees with
what I' m doing, and that's hard," Lazarus
said. "Part of that has actually motivated me
to prove people wrong."
As for finishing his degree, Lazarus, who
said he was an average student academically, said he has no immediate plans to come
lfack.
"Maybe one day I'll go back to school,"
he said. "But for the time being, as long as
this online poker craze is going on, I think
this is what I've got to do." ·

bwhite@chroniclemail.com
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Tight space widens
gap between
centers, students
Accounting,
Pay roll
and
Purchasing, are expected to
relocate during the summer.
" We still have our vision of
creating our Campus Center, but
until we get that built, we still
By Hayley Graham
have to fin d other space so we
Editor~rH:hlef
can continue to fun ction and
In a move to ease Co lumbia 's g row," Berg said.
A fier an area-wide search,
space crunch, the college recently .s igned a I0-year lease of Columbia settled the deal at 2 18 S . .
34,000 square feet at 2 18 S. Wabash Ave., which is near the corner of Jackson Street and Wabash
Wabash Ave.
Construction is currently under- Avenue, for what Berg said to be a
way on one of the three floors that " very reasonable price." She
Columbia acquired. This March, wouldn't give a specific figure.
several arts centers will move into This location, which houses offices
and a ballet
the office space,
school, has not
leaving room for
"We still have our
been used by
academic departvision of creating our Columbia before.
ments in the
Campus
Center,
but
While the need
Alexandroff
until we get that built, for more academCampus Center,
we still have to find
ic space on cam600 S. Michigan
other space so we can pus is no surprise,
Ave., and the 33
the relocation of
continue to function
Con&ress
E.
centers to 218 S.
and grow."
P a r k w·a y
Wabash Ave. will
Building. While
take them out of
the need for aca-Alicia Berg, vice presithe
heart of
demic space is
dent of Campus
Columbia's camvital, the relocaE nvironment
pus, making their
tion will leave
visibility to stuthe centers cut
dents virtually disappear.
off from campus.
Nancy Tom, founder of the
Alicia Berg, vice president of
Campus Environment, said the Center for Asian Arts and
move is not going to have a Media, one of the institutions
huge impact on the college's that will be re locating from its
space crunch, but it will make current space on the first floor
room for future consolidation. of the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Administrative offices, includ- Building, said the center is
ing
Human
Resources, going to have to work extra hard

College leases three
floors in building at
218 S. Wabash Ave.

Chronicle
In an attempt to free up space for academic departments, tlie college recently signed a l ().year lease for
three floors in the McClurg building at 218 S. Wabash Ave.
·
to encourage students to visit its
new location.
"Since we are involved in student affairs and the public, it is
going to be a big disadvantage
for us not to be physically located on the campus," Tom said.
" But I do understand it is for the
good of the whole school."
The Institution for the Study
of Women and Gender in the
Arts and Media will also be
moving from the fifth floor of
the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Building. The institution is a
year and a half old. Jane M.
Saks, the executive director,
said it has enjoyed interacting
with other programs and depart-

ments in the building.
Policy, said she understands that
" We've worked real hard to be freeing space for academic departan essential part of the campus, ments is necessary but is conand I hope that that can continue cerned about not having a physical
no matter where our physical presence on cainpus. She said the
location is," Saks said.
center is already somewhat
The institution will continue detached from campus since it has
to work with students through limited interaction with students.
" We already- feel quite isolated
scholarships, research, curriculum engagement and various because of the nature of our
work," Friedman said. " And it's
programs, Saks said.
Another center that will be going to remove us even further."
Friedman said the center is
removed from the fifth floor ofthat
building is the Center for Arts going to;> continue to connect with
Policy, which researches various students through public proissues in the arts and art education ,grams and possible courses that
as well as public programming. would be part of a curriculum.
Irma Friedman, assistant to the
hgr:aham@chroniclemail.com
director of the Cepter for Arts

New College Advising Center offers mor~ legroom
By Allison Riggio
Associate Editor
1

After sharing its office with
construction crews for nearly a
full semester, the staff of the
College Advising Center said it's
ready to beg in the year with some
bigger and brighter student-friendly improvements,
Though originally planned for
the summer of 2006, construction
on the third floor of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., didn 't actually begin until
one week before the start of the
fall semester.

Delays forced faculty and staff
to try and resume business as
usual for the majority of the fall
semester amidst · the hustle and
bustle of construction work,
according to Bill Friedman, director of the center.
The construction un ified the
once-disconnected reception area
with the advisers' offices, upgraded the former conference room to
a technology-savvy "smart" room
and made more space for students
in the waiting area of the office.
The transition, however, created
a bit of chaos for those working in
the offi ce, according to Valerie

Robbins, a senior theater major
and a receptionist in the center.
During construction, the recept ion
desk and several advisers were
relocated to a room down the hall
that didn't provide much privacy
or legroom for the displaced staff,
she said.
"It was just a really tight space,"
Robbins, said. " It was during registration so it was even [more) diffi-.
cult. It was j ust a mess, but I'm
glad we did this."
Student feedback has already
been positive, she said, adding that
visitors have commented on the
colors and spaciousness they're

~~~~~~~--------------~----~

The College Advising Center upgraded its reception area as part of the first phase of a construction project
that wrapped up just before the holtday break. Deta1ls of the second phase are yet to be determined.

greeted with in the new office.
Though it may have been a difficult three months for the faculty
and staff in the College Advising
Center, the construction was
worth the hassle, said Mark Kelly,
vice president of Student Affairs.
"The goal was to create an
office that was welcoming and
comfortable for students and easy
to navigate," Kelly. said. " I think,
without question, with a limited
budget and limited space, I think
they have a home run there."
The College Advising Center 's
previous layout had the reception
area across the hall from where
many of the adviser's offices were
located, which essentially disrupted the flow of the office, Kelly
said.
" It was unbelievably clunky
with an office that wasn't
designed as a welcoming area,"
Kelly said. "'It didn't fee l right ...
and looked neither professional
nor a comfortable place for students to take care of some important business."
The size of the room forced the
reception desk to sit too close to
the entrance., ·Friedman said,
which only allowed room for one
or two students to approach the
desk for assistance. At busier
times students were forced to wait
in the hallway before being able to
set foot into the office, he said.
" It was not pleasant to come in
and try to make an appointment to
see an adviser," Friedman said.
"We had maybe spots for eight
students to sit [in the waiting
area]. It was ug ly."
The new waiting area accommodates students with several

tables and chairs to rest or work at,
which frees up much of the congestion that used to build up
around the front desk, Robbins
said. The spacious area g ives students more privacy and is conducive for a better flow within the
center o·verall, she said.
" Finally-after I don't know
how many years-4:verybody that
workll, in this office and the
Advisi~ Center will all be in one
space, in. one suite," Friedman
Sllid.
The three months of construction wrapped up j ust days before
winter break began so many students will see the new office for
the first time this semester.
Tho ugh school hasn't been in session long enough to get thorough
feedback from students, Kelly
noted that advisers are happy with
the resu It and the few student
comments have been positive.
The work on the reception area
and conference room marks the
completion of the first phase of the
College Advising Center's constmction, Friedm an said. The seco nd phase wil l consist of some
behind-the-scenes work on an
ex ist ing space in the back of the
center that is set to become two or
three additional offices, he said.
The area is currently used as
general classroom space, which
takes priority over the construction, according to Alicia Berg,
vice president of Campus
Environment. The college will
contin ue to assess when construction might be able to begin, she
said.
ariggio@chroniclemail. com
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Required reading of a cheaper kind
Columbia offers
n ew textbook altern ative programs
By Steve Yaccino
Assistant Campus News Editor
Brice Wolfe, a junior journalism major, spent more than $320
on textbooks last fall and considered himself lucky this semester
when he purchased all his textbooks used through Columbia's
bookstore.
"I'd like to keep it below $100,
that I can afford," he said. "But
last year I had one book alone
that cost $90."
Textbook prices have increased
at twice the rate of inflation during the last two decades, according to a 2005 U.S. Government
Accountability Office report.
In response to rising costs,
Follett Higher Education Group,
the company that supplies and
runs Columbia's bookstore, will
start to lower textbook prices by
launching a full-blown e-book
program fo r the fa ll 2007 semester, said Cliff.Ewert, vice president of Pub lic and Campus
Relations at Follett.
Starting in August, students
can fi nd online course material
by purchasing a card displayed
on the shelf next to traditional
new and used textbooks in the
bookstore in the South Campus
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave.
The card, along with a pin
number printed on the receipt,

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle
Pedest rians pass by Col umbia's bookstore at t he South Campus Building, 624 S.' Michigan Ave., on Jan. 18, while students inside buy
required textbooks for the spring semester.

for their course material, according
to a 2005 report by the National
Association of College Stores, a
professional trade organization.
" ! think as younger generations
come up, they're going to get
more and more comfortable with
using an online book," said
Jennifer
Libertowski,
a
spokesperson for the association.
"But there are definitely some
issues with [e-books] right now

allows students to access a digital
version of the book purchased.
Most prices for e-books will
be 15 percent of used book
prices, allowing students to save
up to 40 percent on the new
book, Ewert said.
But when surveyed, 72 percent
of college students in the 21 institutions that participated nationwide said they'd rather purchase a
traditional textbook than go online

when it comes to students and
what they're willing to use."
The report offers a few reasons why students haven' t
warmed up to online textbooks,
including downloading and
printing limitations by publishers worried about peer-to-peer
sharing. Another problem is
many of the e-books have an
expiration date and can't be kept
or sold back after the courses

end.
Another initiative Follett is
working on for next semester is
custom
textbooks,
where
instructors can request that only
a few chapters of a book are
printed and sold at a less expens ive price. Ewert said more
information about custom textbooks would also be available to
faculty next fall.
See Textbooks, Page 11

The founzalism Department and the Columbia Chronicle preseuts
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Center:
Facility becomes
college's first built
structure
Continued from Page 3

A chain link fence overgrown with plant life surrounds the currently vacant lot at 1632 S. State St Columbia
will purchase the property for its new Media Production Center.

when questions from the onl ine
evaluations would be posted, bu~
said next fall semester isn't likely.
"There needs to be more discussion before [Columbia) makes a
decision," Kapelke said.
Michelle Citron, chair of the
Interdisciplinary
Arts
Department, who also worked at
Northwestern
prior
to
Columbia, said students had to
Continued from Page 3
complete current online evaluaCollege Council member and pres- tions in order to view data for
ident of the Columbia College prospective teachers.
Faculty Organization. "That type
"The first year it was impleof information should only be mented there was a drop off in stumade [available] to me and my cent involvement," Citron said.
coordinator."
"Within a few years, [student par"Certain faculty members feel ticipation] rose again, and students
that type of information could be got used to doing evaluations
manipulated,"
online."
"I am in fa vor of havKostecka said
Faculty memHowever, not
ing information posted bers may also
all faculty membenefit once evalonline. If there is a
bers disagree
move
problem with someone uations
with
making
teaching, we can see it online. Kim said
teacher assessand do something about since the Scantron
ments accessievaluations were
it right away."
ble to students.
implemented the
" I am all in
protocol
on
favor of having -A nnette Barbier, chair of reviewing them
informatio n
the Interactive Arts and
became a long
Media Departme nt
posted online,"
process;
time
said
Annette
management was
Barbier, chair of Interactive Arts cut to make the procedure more
and Media Department. "If there is efficient, but the formula was still
a problem with someone teaching, ineffective, returning results to facwe can see it and do something ulty well into their next semester.
about it right away."
" Data like the [Scantron evaluaThe online e valuation , which is tion) is most ideal if we can tum it
modeled after Northwestern 's around, analyze it and give it back
current format, posts both ques- to faculty members before the next
tions and student comments on semester," Kim said. "By going
the school's website and makes 1t online we now should be able to do
optional for students to complete all of that in one week."
teacher assessments.
Another benefit for instructors
" It 's to the student's benefit to is that they wil l now be able to
filling out the onlme evalua- view student comments. Prior to
tions," Barbier said. " It 's for the evaluati ons movi ng online, fitccommon good of the school, as ulty could onl y read s tudent
well."
comments if their c ha ir typed
Barb ier, who worked at them out- so mething not a ll
Northwestern University prior to departments prac ticed .
Columb1a ,
sa1 d
when
I lolly Rubinstei n, a senior marNorthwestern moved eva luations keting major at Columbia, said stuonltne. At first , fi1culty offered a dents pay about $2,000 lor each
lot of res istance, hut over time class and the only in formation they
they changed thCif minds.
have to go from is a synopsis in the
In order l<Jr a comment or course catalogue.
question to be posted onltne,
"Students don' t even take evuluKapelke and the deans mus t ation¥ seriously we get no immeapprove them .
diate results," Hubinstein snid.
" We ultimately may end up put- " Maybe that would chungc if we
ting that information online," could view our [teachers ' evuluuKapelke ~aid. '"f'he review of that tionH) online."
procc•1 will begin immediately."
Kapelkc couldn't comment on
g,rlcfo@chronlclema/l.,·om

Evaluations:

Officials, faculty
express mixed
opinions for public
evaluations .

While the campaign will go
toward purchasing the land and
constructing
the
building,
Winston said the $20 million will
also fund scholarships and
endowments. He said the college
would like to reach its goal in two
or three years.
"They've already been given
enough information to know the
budget is going to be tight, and
that it's going to be a design chal:
lenge for them," Berg said.
In addition, the architects have
been asked to incorporate an arch
from a building located at 1327 S.
Wabash Ave. The building's arch
reads "Fam.ous Players Lasky
Corporation." It sits in front of
the former home to Paramount

to raise $20 million for a Media
Production Center, which could be
reached in two or three years, said
Eric Winston, vice president of
Institutional Advancement. The
Campus Center's capital campaign
would follow.
Since the college would not be
able to utilize the property immeContinued from Front Page diately, Leventhal said the college
will be flexible with the amount of
Buddy Guy's Legends.
time Guy can stay, though it won't
The college will tear down the be indefinitely.
building; however, any plans will
Libmann said Guy has been
be contingent
looking into a
the length of
number of venues
"
The
outpouring
of
Guy
around the city
support and love that
and the
including the forfans
in
the
city
have
demolimer E2 nightclub,
shown ... shows that
process.
2347 S. Michigan
although
The college {Buddy Guy's] fans will Ave.,
plans on con- follow him wherever he there isn 't any definite plan or timestructing a 14goes."
)ine for when the
floor Campus
Center on the - Isabelle Libmann, direc- club may move.
While
there
property, which
tor of Special Events and
have been convercould include
Publicity for Buddy Guy's
sations about the
student lounges,
Legends
property 's
use
computer labs
· until the student
and additional
classroom
space.
However, center can be constructed,
Columbia cannot begin the con- Leventhal said they have not
struction process until funding for decided on a definite plan.
the $90 million Campus Center is
When the college received the
obtained.
land in 1999, it was estimated to be
worth $3 million.

Pictures' parent company.
The building at 1327 S.
Wabash Ave. is scheduled to be
demolished by another developer. The city decided to save the
arch by giving it to the college
as a .Public benefit, Berg said.
"[Officials from the city of
Chicago) thought it ·would b~
kind of nifty if we just reused
that arch from an old film building to a new film building,"
Berg said.
Thorne said the ~edia
Production Center, as the college's first construction project,
h olds spe-cial meaning for
Columbia.
"This architecture of a new
building can also .be a reflection of how an institution sees
itself," Thome said in an email. "This is not a literal
reflection, but reflects an attitude towards its role in the city,
the importance of the built
environment, sustainability and
other matters. "

amaurer@chroniclemail.cam

Legends:

Guy looks into
former E2 club
for venue space

Gail Lissner, vice president of
Condominium Development for
Appraisal Research Counselors, a
ChicagC>-based firm that appraises
real estate, said she couldn't give
an estimate as to how much the
property is worth today. However,
she said land values in the South
Loop have increased over the years
because of the neighborhood's
expansion and residential development.
"The location is in much greater
demand today," Lissner said.

Mtlurfcllo Rublo,IThe Chronicle
The building at 754 S. Wabash Ave. has housed Buddy Guy's Legends for 18 years. This Ma,y, Lecen<ls' Ieese
will expire and the le&endary bluesman It's named for, will need to tlnd another venue.
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Textbooks:
Library looks to
expand its book
reserve program
Continued from Page 9
For students frustrated about
having to buy books they rarely
use in the classroom, the Student
Government Association has
made other textbook alternatives
a priority in the upcoming
semester.
' "We're trying to explore some
options beyond just buying books
online or at the bookstore," said
Brian Matos, president of SGA.
"One thing we've done is work
with the college to try and limit
the number of textbooks needed."
It's up to individual departments to decide what textbooks
will be used for courses, and the
SGA is trying to get more people
interested in departmental book
reserve and loan programs, he
said.
According to Matos, Columbia
provost and vice president of
Academic
Affairs,
Steven
Kapelke, sent letters to department .chairs and some faculty last
semester to remind them of textbook costs and encourage them to
allow older editions.
· "[The] administration has
already been. helpful;" Matos
said. "Now we want to see what
the departments will work with
us to do."
Matos said the SGA is also
working with the Columbia

library to expand and improve
its current textbook reserve program, in which professors can
request the library to put books
aside for student use. If the
library has it on the shelf, the
book will be pulled and set
aside on permanent reserve; if
not, they will order a new copy.
Dieter Kirkwood, the library's
circulation assistant and reserves
coordinator, said he thinks the
library will have a big push to
promote its reserve program
within a couple years. However,
the current system would pose
both budget and space concerns
should the program grow too fast.
"It's been serving our needs
now since not every faculty
needs to put stuff on reserve,"
Kirkwood said. "If more faculty
start using it then we 'd have to
come up with some more guidelines, because we only have a
finite amount of space back
here."
The only current alternative to
a reserve program is the library's
e-reserve system, where an
instructor can copy excerpts from
a book and host them on a password-protected library website
for students to read. This, however, is expensive because the
library has to secure copyright for
any material placed on the web.
SGA is meeting with th e
Academic Affairs Committee
this month to review its options
for moving forward on its textbook objectives, Matos said.
" We're looking for every possi ' ' ' way to have a student not
bu. ie book," he said.
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U-Pass distribut ion takes place on Columbia's campus:

Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash
Thursday, January 18
Monday, January 22
Tuesday~

January 23
Wednesday, January 24
Th~ousday1 January 25
Mondayf January 29
Tuesday, January 30
~

10:00 a.m. 5:00 p.rn.
10:00 a.m. - 6:00p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.r1·~.
:10:00 a.m~ - 6:00 pwm.
10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.mw
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m~
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

New students or students who did not have aU-Pass the previous semester
must have a new photo taken. Registering late may require you to take a new
picture even if you had a U-Pass the previous semester.
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• Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadline: December 15, 2006)
• Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester in L.A. (Deadline: March 2007)
• David Rubin Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline: March 16, 2007)
• Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• John Murbach Scholarship/Designer-in-Residence (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: April 3, 2007)

ART 8c DESIGN
• Pougialis Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2007)
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT 8c MEDIA MANAGEMENT
• The Make A Dent Scholarship
(Deadline: April 27, 2007)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship
(Deadline: April 2007)
ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship
(Deadline : June 1, 2007)
DANCE
• Forest Foundation Scholarship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship
(Deadline : March 15, 2007)
FICTION WRITING
• John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story
Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline : Spring 2007)
• Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship
(Deadline : Spring 2007)
JOURNALISM
• John Fischetti Scholarship
(Deadline : March 9, 2007)
• lrv Kupclnet Media Arts Scholarship
(Deadline : March 15, 2007)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
• The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: April 1, 2007)
MUSIC
• Music Department Scholarship
(Deadline: February 10, 2007)
PHOTOGRAPHY
• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: April 2007)
RADIO
• lrv Kupclnet Med ia Arts Scholarship
(March 15, 2007)
TELEVISION
• AI Lira Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Thaine Lyman Scholarship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• lrv Kup_clnet Media Arts Scholarship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
THEATER
• Betty Garrett Musical Theater Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Freshman Achievement Award
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)

SOFTWARE
ilife
iWork
Aperture 1.5
Final Cut Studio 5.1
Final Cut Express

Retail
Price

Columbia
Apple Website

99.00
79.00
299.00
1,299.00
299.00

59.00
49.00
149.00
699.00
149.00

Columbia
Retail Store
39.00
39.00
99.00
499.00
99.00
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Editorials

Back from the Drawing Boards

Bush's urge for a
ar salesmen will do
anything to sell that
dilapidated Chevy.
They will flash · those
Cheshire Cat smiles, adjust
their tweed coats and generally try to do what it takes to
get that rickety piece ofjunk
out of the lot. So when the
president addressed the
nation on Jan. I 0 and
unveiled his new strategy on
Iraq, the only thing that
came to our minds was:
What's this guy selling?
President Bush failed to
convince us of the imminent
need for more troops. In fact,
Bush doesn't rea lly need to
sell
anything
to
the
American
people.
He
al ready has a track record of
doing what he chooses, with
disregard for human life- all
in the name of freedom-so
any j ustificatio n to the
American people will make
little difference. A Jan. II
Associated Press poll stated
that 70 percent of Americans
oppose sending more troops
to Iraq--even th ough troops
have already staned to pour
into that country.
The new plan calls for a
su rge of more than 20.000
troops in Iraq. But it doesn't
matter how many troops
Bush sends over there- that
·•war'' is already lost. And
Democrats as well as many
Republicans are right on the
money in say in g that the
responsibi lity is strictly with
the Iraqi people now.
Sen. Dick Durbin of

C
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Illinois, in the officia l
Democratic response after
Bush's adress, said that
America can ' t be sending
20,000 troops every time
Iraq calls 9- 1-1.
However, it makes sense
that America " needs". to preserve the democracy in Iraq.
When U.S forces first landed, they dismantled the government of Iraq, in tum creating a di sfranchised country
with no bureaucratic infrastructure. That was the first
blunder. We made things
worse before we tri ed to
make them better.
With Iraq's civi l infrastructure dismantled, it's no
surprise so many Iraqis join
the insurgency. And why did
we do this? Because top
brass wanted to purge Iraq's
one-party
Baathists
of
bureaucracy. Like many civil
servants in some communist
countries, people don ' t join
because of their belie(s .
They joined because if you
wanted a good job, you
joined the Baathist Panythat 's just how it worked.
The question now is not
shou ld we stay or should we
go, but rather what benefit
wi ll success (if there is such
a thing) in Iraq bringdemocracy to a country that
didn ' t ask for it in the first
place? More graves at home
and abroad? Or is it perhaps
a
end-all be-a li victory
against terrori sm? A s the
"Should I Stay or Sho uld I
Go" Clash lyrics said: "If we

s~rge
stay there will be trouble; if
we go it will be double."
Bush said that more troops
are necessary in order to
patrol streets of.Baghdad and
keep the them free of insurgents after they've been
cleared. At th is rate, we
could be there forever. The
notion of an insurgent-free
Baghdad is, unfortunately, a
pipe dream. Finding sense in
the Iraq mess is like looking
for a plot in a kung-fu
movie.
Letting Iraqis clean up
their own country is a step in
the right direction . But our
assistance should be minimized and not enlarged, if
only because when we do
leave, problems will start
again anyway. We need to let
Iraq deal with its own problems. Enough is enough.
Bush said that 2007 will
be a bloody year and many
sacrifices wi ll need to be
made. Perhaps our current
president shou ld take a cue
from Richard N ixon, who
also talked often about sacrifice. "You've got to. learn to
survive a defeat. That 's when
you deve lop character.''
It's not that we don·' t suppan our troops. On the contrary, we suppon them to the
fullest extent. That's why we
want them back home and
alive. Whether we suppon
the war or not, we have to
give it to Mr. President. In
the end he actually docs have
an exit strategy-his own in
2008.

8UT IF YOU WANT MY ~110M, M JUST IIKII'T
YOU F~ll~S IN-TO FlliT\fYET.'

Blues space may go to waste
uddy Guy has lived
an eventfu I Iife, and
even now, he's still
play ing great blues in his
Chicago nightclub, Buddy
Guy's Legends. It's no wonder people call him a legend
as well.
Guy once sang about finding another home in the
song " This is the End."
Well, this is the end, if on ly
for th e s pace where the
nightc lub has resided s ince
1989 at 754 S. Wabash Ave.
But the more one reads or
listens to various media coverage abou t Buddy Guy's
lease coming to an end in
May, o ne can' t help to think
that Guy is ponrayed as the
victim here and Columbia is
the villain by kicking him to
look for a new home .
Poor Buddy G uy- he
only has world fame and a
bank account to prove it, as
well as a loyal fan base.
Poor Buddy Guy- he has
sung the. blues for 18 years
out of a dilapidated club,
which was o nc e c lose d
down in 2003 for rat infestation and other health code

B

violations. There is too
much attention surrounding
his move. Buddy Guy needs
to play the blues and not
give people the blues. He
should be moving to a location that truly deserves his
glory. Co lumbia has stated
that after his lease expires, it
w ill remain flex ible until he
finds a new spot.
But much like Buddy
Guy's nightclub, Columbia
also has a legendary and
often d ilapidated plan for
what to do with that space.
Talk of a Campus Center has
withered with in Columbia
lore like Keith Richards
over the years. One question
still rema in s: What will
come next? Columbia needs
that space now, but for what,
on ly time will te ll.
Col umbia has felt the
space crunch for some time,
talking about adding more
space and a Campus Center
each year. The money is
supposed to come from
donors, but once again,
when wi ll that money come?
Who knows if the co ll ege
even has the money to tear

C <5LUMBIA CHRONICLE
Hayley Graham
Hunter Clauss

Cyryt Jakubowlkl
Commentary Editor

Echtors-ln-chlef

down the building, not to
mention create a Campus
Center, which would cost
close to $90 million accordgin to estimates
The South Loop is a
neighberhood that is thriving. Unti l the money for a
brand new Campus Center
arrives, Columbia will most
likely tum that space into a
parking lot, as previou s
plans suggested. The fire
th at destroyed the abandoned George Diamond
Steak House came first and
now comes Buddy G uy's
Legends, which could a lso
turn into an abandoned lot if
Columbia doesn't do anything with it. Space is simply a commodity Columbia
can't waste.

Boom boom boom boom,

Dan Wrl&hVMCT

got some space everywhere
now, no mon ey ·to do a
thing. Boom boom boom
boom, might as well call it
what it is- unwise plan nin g- boom boom boom

Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covere'd a story better or
believe s trongly about an Issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a le tter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 15 you'll find
a set of guide lines o n how to do this. Let us hear from you.

boom.
That g ives people at
Columbi a the blues. Buddy
Guy moving doesn 't.
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se, now?
People make predictions all the time. Most
New Year resolutions
are basically predictions
about our ability to tum
things around in our
lives. I say most, since
many people, especially
By Cyryl Jakubowski Columbia
students,
Commentary Editor make solemn commitments to themselves and
manage to trek through the year without:
sleeping with barely legal girls, drinking iii
excess, getting bad grades and sleeping in on
Sundays.
However, I was never big on predictions. I
made a few for this year, but they were broken faster than my umbilical cord at birth.
Hey, it was in poland and I was born under a
different political spectrum. In Poland everything falls apart at birth. At least it used to.
But predictions are evil. Weathermen do
it. Sportscasters do it. Even Ms. Cleo 115ed to
do it before she was nabbed on fraud
charges. Just last week, The Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists, a publication for an
organization concerned with nuclear threats,
pushed the Doomsday Clock two minutes
closer to midnight-midnight being symbolic for a nuclear fallout. We' re almost there,
folks.
As a culture, we are obsessed with knowing things before they happen. According to
an Associated Press/AOL poll last year, 25
percent of Americans anticipate the second
coming of Christ this year. Sixty percent of
people think the United States will 1>e
attacked by terrorists and/or a nuclear
weapon will be detonated somewhere
around the world. Furthermore, 70 percent
think the U.S will be hit by another major
· natural disaster or expect global warming to
worsen.

Why is this the year of doom and gloom? thing] that' ll be a mass killing, possibly mil2007 is not better than the others. It's going .lions of people, major cities injured,"
to .be as rotten as the last one. While the Robertson said on his program, the "700
country may seem like it's heading for Club."
But I am convinced that the world will not
doom-with the war and all- it's been
going down that path since they took " My end. The threat of a nuclear war is a means
Little Pony" off the air.
of control in and of itself. I' m not scared of
Do you know what I predict? Nothing! the end ofthe world. I'm scared of the notion
. Well maybe adding one extra minute to the that people (you know, renowned scientists)
Doomsday Clock in ten years, but otherwise think the world will end. Pius, God doesn' t
pretty much nothing. My methodology is talk to guys named Pat. He talks to people
simple. I try not to call things before they named Joshua and Elijah.
And I'm a fan of Revelations as much as
happen. I believe in letting the chips fall
the next guy. It gives new meaning to the
where they may.
You know why the world isn't ending? term nuclear mutation and radiation. St. John
Because Pat Robertson still has a show. the Divine must have been tripping to have
Every once in a while, Pat will' say God visions about the two beasts and seven heads
spoke to him and the world will end. I guess and ten horns and the judgment of the great
as long as God is talking to him, we are safe: harlot and the be-all-end-all Alphas and
It seems doom is always around the comer Omegas.
for that guy.
This country needs some positive vibes
Last year, just in time for Christmas, the for a change. If and not until the day comes
religious broadcaster also made the predic- when we start lobbing high-powered bombs
tion that 2007 will experience a " mass like Serena Williams does, we can rest
killing" later in the year. He allegedly got assured that the world will not end this year.
ahold of this information from the man It's really a disconcerting thought that many
upstairs.
Americans predict doom and gloom for
" The Lord didn 't say nuclear, but I do 2007 right at the start of the year, too. Tum
believe it'll be something like that, [some- that frown upside down, man.

I can't deny it; the
prospect of hosting the
2016 Olympics in
Chicago while · having
the world's undivided
attention for the first
time since the I 893
World's
Columbian
By Steve Yaccino
Exposition is exciting.
Campus Editor
But as thrilling as the
international attention
may be, there is one social issue that I can' t
seem to overlook before jumping on Mayor
Daley 's bandwagon.
Visiting Athens a year after the 2004
Olympic games ended, I spent time in a
local refugee camp making lentil soup and
talking to aid workers and refugees, many
of whom came to Greece seeking underthe-counter employment. Besides the street
kiosks still selling Olympic embroidered !shirts and ball caps, I witnessed other souvenirs that had been left behind-abandoned by hundreds of thousands of tourists
just months before. An estimated 2,000
women illegally trafficked into the city to
meet an increased demand for commercial
sex workers during the Olympics. I heard
stories about Nigerian women promised
jobs as waitresses and maids, only to be

locked into apartments and forced to serv- people. Tourism is great, but it is also one of
ice stranger.: each night and beaten if they the largest contributors to the influx of illedid not bring back enough money.
gally trafficked women. Chicago was
While businessmen in black suits sit named the third largest area for trafficking
around and talk about Chicago's possible in America during a panel discussion at
economic stimulation and growth, · the Loyola University last year. The United
thought of those women overpower my States is a transit point and destination for
enthusiasm toward the 20 16 games. Who trafficked persons, with I4,500 to I 7,500
will our tourists leave behind?
people, primarily women and chi ldren,
Last October, The
shipped
into
the
Intersystem Assessment
country.
"But how can Daley cut down on
Work Group, chaired by
Not to mention that
prostitution when he's hosting.
the City of C hicago
2000
during
the
one of the largest international
Mayor 's Office on
Olympics in Sydney,
lures for human trafficking?"
Domestic
Violence,
there were an estimatre leased a three-year
ed I0,000 commercial
study on prostitution, which identified sex workers in the city for the event. Many
"gaps" in Chicago's current strategies to of the women were trafficked, even though
cdmbat the problem. The report made rec- prostitut ion has been legal in Australia
ommendations for improvement, the frrst s ince I 995. That same year, around I ,800 to
and foremost of which was to "cut into the 4,000 women were involved in prostitution
demand side of the sex trade industry."
activities in the Chicago metropolitan area,
But how can Daley cut down on prostitu: according to a 200 I Center for Impact
tion when he's hosting one of the largest Research report .
international lures for human trafficking?
And just before the 2006 World Cup, the
The BBC estimated that London's suc- U.S. State Department re leased its
cessful20 12 bid will bring an extra 500,000 Trafficking in Persons report, which stated,
visitors to the city, not including athletes, "Due to the sheer size of the [World Cup]
coaches, journalists and workers, which event, the potential fo r increased human
would raise the tota l to more than 67 I ,000 traffick ing surrounding the games remains
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we waged our " war on terror.''

But I can't. I know trafficking isn't the
biggest controversy surrounding the
Olympic bid. St ill , to endorse a three-year
investigation and then imm ediately
increase the demand for prostitutes by hosting the world's largest sex industry attraction, though not necessarily out of character
for the· mayor, deserves some degree of
scrutiny.
>yaccino{jiichronic/email.cum
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and may be cut due to a hmited space .
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a concern."
When criticizing the Olympic bid, I
could discuss why Aldermen Ricardo
Munoz (22nd) and Joe Moore (49th) have
called Chicago's " third-world transit system." Or I can discuss how, according to the
Washington Post, the 1996 Olympics are
the reason Georgia has more illega l immigrants than )any Southern state except
Florida- with thousands of illegal workers
from Mexico suddenly appearing on construction crews when preparations for the
O lympics fe ll behind schedule.
I could mention that 2016 would be the
first Olympics on American soil'since 9/11 ;
how authorities are already worried about
possible terrorist attacks during the 20 I2
Olympics in London and how the 1996
Atlanta games were bombed years before
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ATTENTION CLASS OF 2007!
THE DATE OF COMMENCEMENT 2007 HAS CHANGED!
Please mark your calendars: the Columbia College Chicago 2007
commencement exercises for undergraduate and graduate
students will take place on:

SATURDAY, MAY 12, 2007 at Navy Pier
Please bookmark the commencement websites as your check point for:
• information on Commencement and Manifest
• details on the graduation ceremonies
• the undergraduate seniors listserv for informative email updates
• travel and hotel information
Visit today and check back often!
Undergrads MUST visit the site to join the seniors only listserv!

www.colum.edujcommencement
Graduate students please check:
www.colum.edujgraduatejgradcompreppage.html

THAIIACI

CILII1BIA

Nominate your most inspiring teacher for the

2007 Excellence in
Teaching Award.

.,.
For more details visit: http:/ /www.colum.edu/cte/eta
Nominations are due no later than 5:00pm Friday, February 23,2007.
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on dates. I don't think out guys like you. For instance, I
women want to hear would have written the title like this:
about how much of a The Game: Leave this Book at Home
whiny bitch you are. It while You go Out to Try its
makes you look like , Techniques. Or maybe The Game: We
Don't Explicitly Mention it, but No
well, a whiny bitch.
Ultimately, it just Girl Wants to Know that She is 'A
seemed like you two Game 'to You. In fact, how about The
were on a first date that Game: Keep it a Secret that You Are
Reading This. Especially to Girls.
just wasn't going well.
However,
I then Its NOT Attractive.
Perhaps if not on the cover, those
noticed that you were
holding an open book, pieces of advice should have gone up
which cued me in to the front, in an early chapter, so that they
fact that it wasn't a date could have benefited you before you
and that the two of you embarrassed yourself.
Because, buddy, she noticed the
had come to the coffee
shop separate ly. You title and the subtitle, and your
saw the girl across from you, thought "" game" was blown before you even
she was cute and decided to put that said a word. When the conversation
met its inevitable death and you wanbook down and go for it.
But that wasn't the least of your dered away, she turned to me and we
lameness . I almost laughed espresso laughed about your sorry attempts to
.
out of my noi se when I saw the book score with her.
See, the " game" that you' re readhad a long red woven page marker
coming out of the midd le , gold-leaf ing all about is a little more Darwinist
pages and a thin leather-bound cover. than you might think; wait for the
Sir, were you actually reading the lesser species to throw himself
Bible while trying to pick up that beneath the bus, and then make a joke
about his failure. At least then there
girl?
As it turned out, the Bible might would be a sol id reason why you
have been a step up.
spoke to her in the first place. And
The book in your hand, I soon real- yes, there needs to be a reason you
ized, was The Game, a guide by Neil spoke to her in the first place. No, the
Strauss with the telling s ubtitle, fact that you think she's " totally hott"
Penetrating the Secret Society of isn 't a legitimate reason.
I didn' t make any moves-I'm not
Pickup Artists- a how-to book for
losers looking to get more . action. really looking- but that would have
The Bible motif that originally threw been a good place to start a conversa·
me off was obviously the ironic tion.
choice of a publisher to draw some
Take note, my friend: That is how
sort of parallel between " The Good you pick up women.
Book" and Good Advice for Bedding
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Dear dateless loser,

A few weeks ago, I sat across from
you at a coffee shop. You were speaking to the woman sitting to my right.
The two of you were about the same
age- maybe early 30s -so at first I 1
assumed you were on a date. How
wrong I was .
I noticed within a few minutes of
sitting down that she seemed disinterested, but the conversation kept
going. Well , at least your end of the
conversation. Like I said, she was
disinterested.
If it was · a date, you were d.o ing a
pretty bad job of coming up with
things to talk about. I believe you
started one sentence with, " So I overheard that.. .," which, to me, just
sounds like you were listening in on a
conversation she was having. That s
not creepy.
Then there was that tirade about all
those restaurants that haven't met
your expectations. I can sympathize
with this because I' m quite vocal
about things not "meeting my.expec- Random Women.
tations"-that 's my dad' s favorite
I think that the subtitle, however
expression-but I don't brag about it appropriate, should change, to help

a relationship?
I asked my roommate, " How long do
you wait before you
pass gas in front of
someone you're dating?" He said he usually waits a couple
months before breaking
wind in front of a significant other, which is
pretty normal.
Gassiness is not a
pretty pan of life, but
it 's a natural one that 1
guess should be accepted by a boyfri end or
g irlfriend after a cen a in amount of
time together.
I remember th e first tim e I fan ed in
front of my ex-boy fri end, which was
we ll be fore our one-year anniversary.
We were s itting on the n oor in my
crappy, Little Italy apartment watc hing T V, he a few feet in front of me as
1 wo rked on a crosswo rd puzzle. Out
o f nowhere, 1 let out a tiny fart that I
certainly wasn ' t cxpcctirg. The gas
was beyond my control, and he aut omatically look ed back ut me and said ,
" Did you just fart ?!" I imm ed iate ly
went through a rush o f cmot ions frum
•hock and horror to slight re lie f. My
ex j ust laughed in surprised enterta inment and I could te ll thnt it wasn't a
big dea l.
Ocspite the turn ons of 1111 un ex pected gassy re lease, th ere arc far
WllrN C th ings that nrcn ' t quit e ns

Gas ain't so bad after all
The other night I came home from
work and wh ile searching for food
noticed some beers sittin g beside my
expired milk in th e fri dge. While I
usually go fo r my cheap . red-winefrom-a-j ug w ith dinner, I fe lt the need
for a casual beer, wh ich ac tua lly
turn ed in to seven. A ftc r a bottle of
Miller Lite and a 24 oz. Old Style. I
hcga n burpin g. A lot. "I hey were just
little g uy, , ti ny hurp\ to let the air
bubble' ou t from my de lic ious liq uid
indulgence•
fl ut eventua lly my roommat e had
to make a Jok mg comment abo ut how
he would neve r rn ~ rry me with • uch
~'-"'· h ~ hJt • It wa• a J<>kc hecau ~e he'•
~ f~rn i l y fn cnd and t ccl•n~ea ll y like
an o lder brother and gay. A lthuugh,
Mrw ng a ll the po••ihlc turu o ff• one
<..:m encounter 1n a rclatiun'lhip, itt ga11
really"'~~~~ that II'< ;o deal IJrcakcr in

mbyrne@chronic/email. com

acceptable.
A mysterious and deep guy seems
like an amazingly sensitive boyfriend
but once a little humor is brought into
the conversation all that follows is
cricket-chirping silence. If conversations are quiet and obnoxiously serious, just imagine being in bed when
someone accidentally bumps their
head on the wall, which calls for a
few laughs to keep the mood light.
Nothing kills a sex drive more than a
somber attitude.
Then there's the overly-attachedmoves-too-fast turn off. Things may
be going well at first, as the other
person shows s uch devotion that you
feel oh-so-lucky to have landed upon
suc h a fin e specimen. But then,
things turn for the worst. Those cute
calls just to say " Hi" add up to 10 per
hour. A make-out and cuddle session
leads to the question of where the
relationship will continue a year from
now. Nothing says turn off like making life plans a fter just two weeks.
Then of course there's the big ego
turn off, where every conversation
revolves aro und one person's feelings . There's also the apathetic. havea n-ex c use- fo r-everything turn o ff.
The li st could go on fore ve r.
Sometimes n girl's golln let one rip,
and if that's the biggest turn on· in a
relntionship, then 1 guess gus nin't so
hnd a fl cr all.
thn•yrw(ajchmnlcl~tmall. com

Rgtlnga Gyldt

Ma rl< Byrne - mbyrne@chronlc le mall.com • (312) 344· 8969
Ma ry Kroec k - mkroec k@chronlc lemall.com • (312) 344-8971
Chrissy Mahlmetster - c mahlmelater@chronlc lemall.com • (312) 344·8975
Krlstln Kutter - kkalte r@Chronlc te moll.com • (312) 344-8970

So, 11 that movlt
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
tht htarta In
tach rtvltw and
uat thla handy
chart to find out.

Poor Paula Abdul. We ~;; give itto the Jildy;
she. must put,up with a.I«,oft!)CIIs<w(!JkiQg for that
music-bashing show"~ WI»}," frol,n..tbe
aggravatingly obnOXious Simon dopey Randy
to the shrill vocalists. with a bad faShioD sense, we
at The Chronicle can see bow Palila.IIIIIY be getting
·
·
a little loony.
Unfortunately, nothing could prepare us for_the
video of a seemingly intoxicated Miss Abdul bn a
Seattle morning news show. During the interView,
the show's c~rhosts asked Paula about·"Amcrican
Idol" and other stuff that we couldn't focus on due
to her bizarre behavior.
For example, Abdul doesn't sit still the eDtire
time. From random winks at the camera to constantly repositioning herself on the" seat, she's all
over the place. Then, of course, the random slurring
and nonsense answers didli 't help her appearance
during the interview. She spoke like a tipsy lady
who' s trying her hardest to create intelligent sentences but instead sounded mildly demented.
FOX executives and Paula's ~poopfe state
that she wasn't under the influence of IllY dn!as or
alcohol- it was simply due to tedmical malfunc..
tions, such as the sound ckopping a fllw times. They
also say she was tired from a missive amount of
interviews earlier in the week. Seriously? How
many people actually want to hear what Paula has
to say, and who are tbese people?
•
Either way, the lady had better come clean,
because we' re all on to her. Even on "American
Idol," her super big smile and happy attitude has
become creepy and makes us suspicious of her preshow activities. Plus, her judgments are absolutely
worthless on the show. So until she (esses up about
her drug of choice, we'll just wait for tho many
Jackass moments to come in '07.
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Calendar
of Events
k

MONDAY

Places to boogie down

·Most horrendous hats

Dead celebrities

Smart Bar: Remodeled and refreshing!
The 3730 N. Clark St. location has a OJ
booth in the center, walls that glow and a
lounge area. The dance floor fills with a
nice crowd- not too many shiny shirt
dudes--who really like to dance and
boasts a great variety of beats during its
real electronic music nights.

Bucket hats: Something about these
floppy numbers really grosses me out.
think maybe because people usually try
to "jazz it up" by adding stupid stuff on
them like fishing hooks and pins that
say "No Whining" and "Hemp Hemp
Hooray!"

Br a ndon Lee: The son of famed action
star Bruce Lee was an actor on the rise
when he was shot and killed during the
filming of Th e Crow. That fi lm made
and ended his career. In Lee's final oncamera interview he talks about death
and the often overlooked gift of time. It
is an incredible tribute to his legacy.

Fedor as : Unless your name is .Justin
Son otheque: Located at 1444 W.
Timberlake, don' t even bother.
Someone somewhere tricked us into
Chicago Ave., the dance fl oor in this
place is rather small compared to others
thinking this hat was really cool, but it's
in the city, room will always be made if
purely reserved for dads trying to be
. "with it." Try a top hat, perhaps with a
you prove you can bust a move-just
throw some elbows otherwise. Loud and ·. cane. Now that 's a charming fe llow.
clear sound, crazy video visuals like
softcore porn and $2 PBRs add to its
Dr. Seuss hats: Remember these? Well,
people are s till sporting them. It's like
charm.
someone threw up a rainbow into a
garbage can and then placed it atop his
Four: What used to be known as Big
Wig, underwent some major changes at
or her head. This hat was only cool in
6th grade when I wore it to the movie
their 1551 W. Division St. address.
theater to make everyone sitting behind
Although it 's not the same, more space
me mad.
has been added to either shake it or
lounge, with plenty of booths and two
Fleece jester ski hats: You know what
bars along the side of the dance floor.
i'f!l talking about. It was the '90s take
The OJ is above the floor in the VIP
area, and they have go-go dancers on the · on jester hats except they were made of
fleece and went down to your butt
weekends for the guys.
crack. That 's just too much fabric for
one lady. But of course they dido 't
G r ant Park: When the warm weather
come in just plain colors- they had to
returns, so will the outdoor music festivals. There is nothing like dancing outcome in bright yellow swirls or someside, on a .beautiful day or night with a
thing equally as ridiculous. Totally
crowd usually bigger than any in a club.
unpractical, totally disgusting.
One of my favorites was the free weekly
Head bands for t he ou tdoors : These
OJ summer dance series.
people are pretty much wearing -half a
My h ouse or you rs: A refrigerator filled hat. What? Did you forget about the rest
of your head? I don't get it.
with food and drinks already paid for,
sock-sliding on hardwood floors, fulllength mirrors and music I control.

Michael Hutc hence: The late great
INXS frontrnan would have celebrated
his 47th birthday on Jan. 22. His lyrical
talent and pure charisma made him a
star. If Hutchence was still alive, INXS
would probably be as well known as, if
not surpass the popularity of, U2.
River Phoenix: From Stand By Me to
My Own Private Idaho, Phoenix's
career ended much too soon with his
sudden death from a drug overdose outside of The Viper Room in Hollywood.
There is a scene in The Thing Called
Love where Phoenix buys a ring out of
a 25-cent machine and asks a girl to
marry him. It 's cheesy, but it's one of
the most romantic scenes I' ve ever
watched.
Jimi Hendrix: Hendrix was a prime
example of the " live fast, die young"
credo as he too -died of a drug overdose
at the ripe age of27. It took him years
to get any sort of recognition in the
U.S. for his music, but he took London
by storm in the early part of his career.
As is the case with most great dead
artists, Hendrix is now one of the greatest musicians to ever play guitar.
Mother Teresa: Her messages of love,
peace and equality broke the boundaries
of religion and connected people on a
spiritual level. She was blessed with a
gift of grace and she brought people of.
-..
all faiths together.

The 1985, film Antonio Gaudi plays
at the Gene Slskel film center,
164 N. State St The film begins at
6 p.m. Tickets are $9. Film Center
members enjoy $5 admission, students get in for $7.

TUESDAY
Aaron Belz kicks off the year's first
Series A lecture at the Hyde Pat1<
.Art Center, 5020 S. Cornell Ave.
The event will be held in the 4833
Conference RoomjThurow Digital
Lab and starts at 7 p.m. The event

is free.

WEDNESDAY
Take a look at Chicago's 1893
Columbian Exposition at the Music
Institute of Chicago, 1490 Chicago
Ave. Live period-piece music and
lectures bring us back·to the White
City. This event begins at noon.
AdmissiC>rJ is free.

THURSDAY
Raise a ~lass to technology at the
TECH cocktail 3 at Amlra, 455 N.
Cityfront Plaza. The event starts at
6 :30 p.m. Admission is free; but
reservations via e-mail are suggested. For more information,
check out
www.techcocktail.comj blog.

FRIDAY
The hip-hop parody band Plastic
Little plays at the Empty Bottle,
1035 N. Western Ave. The show
starts at 10 p.m. Tickets are $3 In
advance, $8 at the door.

SATURDAY
The Neo-Futurists premiere "You
Asked For It! " at the NeoFuturarlum, 5153 N. Ashland Ave,
The show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $10 for students with an 10
and seniors, $15 for everyone
else.

SUNDAY

This image was taken oustide the Notebaert Nature Museum, 2430 N. Cannon Drive. In photojournalism, you usually try
to stay out of your own images, but 1t was hard for me to avoid leav~ng footprints on the way out to the dock. They
ended up being the only human element 1n the scene apart from the bU1Id1ngs 10 the background.

Sub Rosa and Scale Model perform at the Beat Kitchen, 2100 W.
Belmont Ave. Doors open at 7:30
p.m. The show starts at 8 p.m.
and is open to ages 21 and over.
Tickets are $7,
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Anew home for gospel music
,

By Mark Byrne/ Assistant A&E Ed itor
The Pilgrim Baptist Church,
which burned down Jan. 6, 2006,
doesn't look much different after a
year. The four walls of the massive structure, designed by
Da nkmar Adler and Louis 1-1.
Sullivan 111 1890. remain standing.
Inside them. though. are piles of
rubble and a lack of progress. But
that may soon change.
On Jan . 15. Martm Luther Kmg.
Jr. Day. the Pllgnm BaptiSt Board
of Trustees announced that 11
chose an archllectural linn
Clucago-based Jo hnson
and
Le
to rebUJid the stm cture at
330 1 S. lnd1ana Ave.
Robert Vaughn. the c hairman
of th~ board. has work~d as a deacon at the c hurch for over 20
years. Vaughn is closely mvolved
m the rebuilding plans. and is
interested to see what the architects come up with .
"The sides of the facade will
dictate one thing.'' Vaughn said.
"You aren't going to build a dollhouse in there. In other words. you
have to deal with that facade. It's
there now. standmg tall. strong."
Architect Chns Lee. a pnncipal
at Johnson and Lee. is aware of
the challenges. Though the master
plan will not be completed for the
next few months, he already has a
few ideas.
"We're going to keep those
walls.'' Lee said. "[But] I don't
know whether we will build wtthtn the envelope or (JUtS Ide of the
envelope. That has not been deter-

mined yet."
While they discuss design
plans, Jonathan Fine, the president
of Preservation C hicago, is working with Pilgrim Baptist to make
sure tl]at the original structure will
be kept intact.
" It really should be a great piece
of architecture." Fine said,
"whether it is a faithful recreation
of the o ngmal building or whether
It IS a new modem stn1cturc that
uses the ex1st mg walls"
Lee sa1d there won't he an estimate for how much the rcbuildmg
will cost until the master plan 1s
completed. In the cornmg weeks.
Johnson and Lee w1ll "szt down
with the church and . . assess the
properties that they have ... Smce
they will also be lookmg at the
existmg buildmgs. the dcszgn will
be for an entire campus. not JU"
the Pilgrim Baptist chu rch.
The community center ac ross
the street ts one such bulldnig.
Until a new buildmg "constructed. the congregatiOn continues to
hold mass the re. and rema ms a pillar of the Dronzevlllc community
on the South Stdc.
Lee hopes to des1gn a buildmg
that fits the congregation's needs
and s tands as a testament to 1h
"history.
Aside from the fact that It was
des1gncd by Adler and Sullivan,
two of C hicago 's most noteworthy arch1tects. Pllgnm Baptist IS
cons1dered by most h1stonans as
the birthplace o f gospel mt"IC

'1

pti!;t
S. Indiana Ave. is supported by rafters C!fter it was gutted by a fire on
Jan. 6.
The Bronzeville church was originally designed as a synagogue by Chicago architects
Louis Sullivan and Dankmar Adler and was built in 1891.
Though origina lly designed as a
synagogue , 11 has been a Baptist
congregation for almost a century. Ma halia Jac kson. a fam ous
gospel smger. and Vaughn said it
was the c hurc h of c hotec for
many polttlctans.
Lee's firm destgned several
c hurchs in the C htcago area. but
he sa1d that there is no standard to
go by when working on a new
one
"Each commiSSIOn IS a reflectiOn of the constitue nts that usc
that c hurc h.'' Lee said . "It's a
rather md1v1dual endeavor for
each one of them ...
T he Ptlgn m Bapttst fire was

the first of three major fires in
2006 to hit buildings designed by
Adler and Sullivan. On Oct. 24, a
fire destroyed the Win Dexter
Budding. 630 S. Wabash., and the
George Harvey house, at 600 W.
Stratford Place, burned down on
Nov. 4, 2006.
On Jan . 17 of this year,
Preservation Chicago, a non-profIt organi7.at1o n Fine established to
save the ctty's htstoric architecture, relesaed the "2007 Chicago
Seven:· a list of Chicago's most
endangered buildings. The Pilgrim
Bapttst Church--or what remains
of tt- ts on the list.
Fme. who has made a career of

P11 ( , 11t1 t

trying to preserve historic structures, thinks the city could be
passing new legislation to make
his job easier.
"The first thing is that the city
needs to outlaw the use of (blow
torches) on designated city landmarks," Fine said. "Of co"urse,
they have taken no action on that
and I don't think they ever will
take any action."
"They seem to be more interested in goose liver than whether or
not their landmarks are burning to
the ground," he added.

tnt f (;(:

mbyrne@chroniclemail.com
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The Gospel of
.her is
Roller
would come back, but is a 39-year-old
··:Minnesota really the Messiah?
. . ,.

breed." having

100,000 children, or
Jesus Christ. which was
the Divine In the book of Revelation.
In Revelation, the final book of the New
Testament where everything hits the fan,
Christ Is said to return to Earth as the world
falls apart. This second coming of Christ can
be Interpreted literally or symbolicallY. 181d
Dr. Dennis Martin, an associate professor In
Loyola University Chicago's De
nt of
Theology. If Christ were to phy
return to
Earth, Martln said It would
more than
apparent Through characterlltlo traits, such
as miracles, there would be little doubt es to
the Identity of the yue Met~loh.
Roller admltl hll powers ore In their
•1nf~~ncy; but he dOte' claim he con perform
a wide ranae of acts through hla •psychic
18ntet( 1uch as bolng oblo to physically
"hold" heavon end hell. Roller didn't bocomo
aware ot theau IJbllltlee until he watched The
Trumnn ShOw In 1999.
Tho Jim Carroy tllm IIIWilkMed Roller to tho
pottlblllty th11t hit lilt WIJ• being monitored

. .. . ..
by gove(nmimt agencies as weli as female
celebrities like Celine Dion and Katie Couric.
What sJ)eciffcally tipped Roller off was the
title of tl)e- mO¥ie. Roller believes that he is
the •true Tl)an• and that The Truman Show
therefore has a special message for himthat he is· the star of his own show and is a
god.
After his awakening, Roller said he tried
attending different churches to see what they
were saying about him but decided against
them, citing he found too many things he disagreed with.
However, in the summer of 2004, Roller
had coffee with the Rev. Richard He11kelman
of God Church in Redwood
it was divine lntervenRoller couldn't have picked
to talk to.
, who's known by most in the
G01ndliiMI~1s Pastor Bob, claims to have persorldf·lllllim touched by God. Years before
his encounter with Roller, Henkelman was
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, an lncur_,le neurological disease that tackles the
citiKral nervous system. While this unpred
le disease can become fatal in rare
cases. multiple sclerosis tricks the Immune
system into attacking healthy tissue, which
can lead to paralysis and blindness, among a
long list of other debilitating and soinetlmes
permanent symptoms.
But in November of 1996, Henkelman
claimed the disease had vanished and
allegedly confirmed the phenomenon with
doctors. Henkelman attributes his healing to
continually praying to God, thus becoming a
· modem-day miracle. But Roller supposedly
wasl'l'.t buying Henkelman's story.
,'.HOwever, Henkelman wasn't exactly conwas the guy at the opposite end
W,hen ~oiler told Henkelman
the second coming, · ·a claim
has ever made to the pastor before,
n did the only thing he knew how
started reciting scripture from the
Bible. But there was one major problem
with this tactic.
"He doesn't believe the Bible Is the
word of God," Henkelman recalled.
Roller then began raising questions
concerning the pastor's healing,
Henkelman said. Ultimately, the
conversation didn't go the way
either of them wanted It to.
Henkelman's attempts to con·
vlnce Roller he wasn't the
Messia h ricocheted off of
Roller's pursuit to provo
Henkelman wrong.
· w o don't have a good
relationship," Roller said.
Whllo he couldn't
chango Roller'a "delu·
elonal"
mind,
Henkelman aald he
IIIII bellevea Roller II
a
"nice
guy."
However, aometlmt
.

after their -initial meeting, a complaint was
made in 2005 to the Redwood Falls Pollee
Department" by the Assembly of God Church.
In the report, a "Pastor Bob" became concerned for "the safety of Qthers• when Roller
started showing up at the church on Sundays. ·
Henkelman denies he called the police and
believes another minister who Roller had contacted filed the complaint instead.
Whether the complaint was made by
Henkelman or by an~er miniSter known as
"Pastor Bob," Roller said it hurts when people
don't believe him and call him a "false
prophet.• an insult Roller said he could easily
disprove If he had his "godly~
While Jesus healed the ~lirld a_ri~- •
the dead back to life,. Roller's feats ;c;f• ...,..
strength are the handful of la..VSott§
.
-• r
made treadlines across Ule 'C:OIIrUn.=:"Gll a~
celebrity shows like "Extra" and
WorldoftheUnexplalned.com. Roller
lawsuits against the likes of the Bush
istration for
· -chaos on.
Earth."

In it, Roller sued C'.ntiMirfiAIId
Roller's "godly
m~~;~:;~~
claim he also made aplnat
Blaine. Roller said he didn't-want ~
money from Copperfield. He• ...,
just wanted to know how
he did his tricks.
"Maybe
David ~
Copperfield is a
god because
he has godly
powers,·
Roller
said.
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"He didn't get them from me. Who'd he get Bill Gates. Roller said he received a message
them from? I don't know. Maybe he got them from Gates that states, " I am ready to
from himself. He hasn't been forthright about announce our bid to run for President/Vice
President in 2008. Of course, we are going to
being a god."
like all of his lawsuits, the judge threw out run under the Microsoft platform. Please call
Roller's case after the defendant filed a motion me as soon as you get this! Call me on my private line!"
to dismiss.
"[Roller's] complaint is b.e st described as a
Roller thinks that part of his anguish could
clai.m for usurpation of godly powers, which as be relieved if churches accepted him as Christ.
this court is aware, is beyond the jurisdiction of But the Catholic Church does not conduct
this court or any court on Earth," wrote Investigations into people claiming to be Jesus
·. Copperfield's attorney, Andre J. LaMere, in a Christ or God, said Dianne Dunagan, a
motion to dismiss.
D~vid
But Roller remains undiscouraged, taking up
: ' online law tfasses from Northwestern California
·University. And, in December 2006, Roller filed
, _ yet another lawsuit-this time against Celine
· Dion. Roller claims Dion's SQn, 6-year-old Rene
Ch~rles, was, immaculately conceived and was
• ;the'refo~e fa~hered; t:y.j-_Roller, Roller asked that ab~u~
"' _a P.aterJ;~ity test be conducted in ocder to deter. min'e if ~e is the boy's true father. • ·
spokesperson for the Archdiocese of Chicago.
j'loller also claims Dion has been. "monitor- But if the Catholic Church were to investigate
inglwatching• him since 1995 in conjunction Roller, they wou ld discover that he was diagwith the CIA. Roller further alleges that the nosed with being bipolar.
French-Canadian singer commands a group of
"He says it's like The Truman Show but it's
• women that includes Katie Couric who will more like A Beautiful Mind," said Roller's
engage in a "mating free-for-all " during the end younger sister, Ramona Roller. Ramona said she
of the world.
believes that her brother really does think he's a
Aside from his current lawsuit against Dion, god, and Chris admits that he's "mentally ill."
· Roller has also announced his bid for the 2008
"Basically, if you were to express what has
presidential elections with Microsoft founder happened to me to a psychiatrist, you would
become mentally ill too," Roller said. "It's really
easy to become mentally ill when you say you're
Jesus the second coming."
Roller's beliefs have cost him a great deal of
money in lawsuits, as well as his job as an electrician at General Electric, which he is also currently suing for discrimination.
"I'm basically leading a lonely life, and it kind
of sucks," he said. " I' m not financially well-oft
and [I'm] lonely, so it's kind of hard."

"Maybe
Copperfield is a god because he
has godly powers. He didn't get them from me.
Who'd he get them from? I don't know. Maybe he
got them from himself. He hasn't been forthright
being a god."
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Local, Independent publication provides exposure to up-and-coming wrltetl
By Brent Steven white/ Associate Ed itor
Chicago may be one of the people recognize literary works."
Released quarterly and in its
largest media markets in. the
United States, but that doesn't second year, MAKE magazine
seem to matter to Sarah Dodson features fiction, poetry, essays,
and Mike Zapata, co-publishers non-fiction and editorials. Unlike
of Chicago's MAKE magazine, most other local and national literary publications, each issue of
an independent publication.
Despite being produced in a, MAKE has its own theme.
Zapata, who founded the publimedia mecca, Dodson said she
thinks the literary publication cation, said he came up with the
isn 'I in competition with other concept for it in the fall of 2004.
His goal was to unite the different
local publications.
"The good thing about being a neighborhoods of Chicago, get
literary publication [is) you're them "speaking about literat~tre"
not vying for a big advertising and provide a chance for up-andspread,'' Dodson said. "The more coming writers to get their name
magazines there are. . the more out. The first issue appeared in

MAKE magazine releases its new issue Jan. 25 at The Hideout.
1354 W. Wabansia Ave. Attendees can recieve a copy of the new
issue which features a story about the hanging of Saddam Hussein.

January 2005.
"We have a lot of diverse
neighborhoods in Chicago, but
they're very fragmented," Zapata
said. "[But) I think we have some
of the best readers and writers in
the nation, and our goal is to get
each other's stories to each other,
and [get people) reading."
But Zapata, an English teacher
at a public high school in
Humboldt Park, said the scope of
the magazine has broadened over
the last few issues, shifting its
focus to national as well as international issues. The third
release's content, for example,
focused on the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina, while this
newest release reaches out to
international issues, specifically
the war in Iraq.
" We live in a very historical
time. and I feel like stories speak
more to an audience when it's a
story that unfolds with what's
happening in the world." Zapata
sa id.
llowcve r, funding the publication is a strenuous process.
Zapata said. Half of the ti me
that he and Dodson spend working on the project is put toward
finding. keeping and looking for
advert isers.
But with a circulation of over
2.000 and many rtpeat advertisers. Zapata and Dodson pay little
out-of-pocket, Zapata said.

"It's a lot of work," Dodson
.z.paaa, IIIIo tbe fictioa editor
said, adding that the publication of tbe magazine, Aid biJ publicamay move to three publications a tion is always looltina for writen
year instead of four. "But we rec- at all stages of their career. Wbeo
ognize how difficult it is for writ- reviewing submisaions, be llllid
ers to get their name in print, and he looks for "a good capacity to
also how important it is to put not only control the abstract
people's work out there."
story, but also a good sense of
Joel Craig, a local poet who has what a traditional story is."
been published in MAKE, said he
As the guest poetry editor for
thinks the magazine is exception- 'the new issue, Craig said he looks
al and ambitious because it caters for innovative poems that fit well
to a broad range of readers. He with the rest of the magazine's
also noted the magazine benefits content.
beginning writers because it
"Ultimately, you're looking for
places them in the company of some combination of originality
more established writers.
and strength of voice," Craig
"It was an honor to be pub- said, adding that be has' plans to ·
lished in [MAKE]," Craig said. release his first book The White
"This magazine probably gives House later this year. "But, like
me a different kind of exposure any art, you're looking for somethan other places I publish in."
thing that's striking and fits the
Although MAKE doesn't pay theme of the magazine."
its writers, it does sponsor events
Craig added that getting the
in Chicago to provide further writers' work out there and into
exposure to people who con- reader's hands is crucial, even if
tribute content. Events have been they're not getting paid.
held at The Empty Bottle,
"Any time you publish someHideout, Cal ifornia Clipper and thing and somebody is reading it,
Gunther Murphy's, featuring live it's a benefit to your career
music and some of the maga- because it's more exposure to
zine's contributing writers read- you," he said.
ing their work.
Ifyou're interested in submitDodson said it's important to ting your work to MAKE mogogain exposure and be recognized zine, visit its website at
as a writer outside of being pub- www.makemag.com fo/ detailr.
lished, and she believes MAKE
helps writers get their work in
bwhite@chroniclemail.com
other pub Iications.
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Food ortists

moke shopping
more polotoble
Trader Joe's and Whole Foods hire
artists to design posters
By Alfred Lubrano/MCT
Certain supermarkets these
days overflow with whimsy and
rare cheeses.
Whole Foods Markets and
Trader Joe's stores especially
market themselves as food fun
houses in which hum or and a
passion for all things edible are
meant to be part of the shopping
adventure.
Enhancing the experience is
the food art. Each Whole Foods
and Trader Joe's employs artists
who create s igns, murals, chalkboards and graphics to communicate the corporate wit along
with the prices.
Katie Lanciano, a 28:year-old
graduate of Moore College of
Art and Design, is the full-time,
in-store art ist at th e Whole
Foods Market on Callowh ill
Street in ~hiladelphia.

Lanciano sayl; she does just
what 25 percent of friends with
fine arts degrees do : work every
day as an artist.
" ! relate Whole Foods to the
Medicis," she said, referring to
the wealthy Renaissance famil y
that bankrolled great artists. "Art
needs money, and Whole Foods
provides it. I'm very lucky."
For Lanciano- who started
working at the market's juice
bar- luck means havin g the
opportunity to draw a blue octopus squeezing a huge orange for
a sign over the juice section. " A
person who works here suggested it," Lanciano said. " He told
me he had a vision in his sleep."
A
typical
supermarket,
Lanciano said, wou ld not commi ss ion a depiction of an
employee 's bizarre dream .

I ME

Lanciano has license to make Atlantic region. " Store artists Foods and Trader Joe's then find
like her pick up on shoppers' new ways to compete, with art
the store into her canvas.
Thus, there's an Asian art decq vibes and what they' d appreci- being yet another effort to lure
woman with a fan in the fish sec- ate, and then give it to them , like shoppers.
" A lot of stores are looking
tion ; a chicken laying an egg that any commercial artist. We want
travels via tube from a farm to a to show we don't take ourselves into givi ng people a shopping
city kitchen- another emp loyee too seriously."
experience you won ' t get anyIn a world where the big com- where else, or products you
vision- and a strong fellow
picking sunset-red apples in a petition is Wai-Mart, more stores won' t see anywhere else,"
are realizing they can't win cus- Goldschmidt sa id. " I haven't
lush orchard.
" ! like agrarian culture, and I tomers by lowering prices, said heard of any other stores using
veer toward work, not slacking," Bridget Goldschmidt, managing artists, but programs like that
Lanciano said. " ! want to show editor of Progressive Grocer, a will create an ambience that sets
people being industrious."
publication that covers food Whole Foods and Trader Joe 's
She uses latex wall paint, retailing. Places such as Whol e apart ."
ammopia-based chalk paint and
black paint markers for much of
the art. She tries to keep the
sam e color scheme going
throughout the store: green, red,
brown and blue. " The colors
remind people where the food
comes from," Lanciano said.
Occasionally, she reflects citywide art happenings among the
store . Thus, when the Salvador
Dali exhibition was in town ,
Lanciano created an homage to a
painting by the master with a
tiger leaping out of a fish for the
seafood section.
Several employees have asked
her to draw their heads onto the
bodies of ·animals, but so far
she's resisted . "Those would be
some grue some images," she
said, laughing.
Lanciano would like to use her
husband, Michael-a store
butcher- on a sign, but the
favoritism "creeps him out," she
said.
"Katie has a wicked sense of
humor and brings that out," said
Trade r Joe's a nd Whole Foods Ma rkets are unlike typical grocery
Sarah Kenney, director of marstores because they employ artists to decorate the ais les and food
keting for Whole Foods' Mid- counters . He re, an artist's work is displayed over some brie .

Not sure·where to move? Ask the Internet
Couple lets web visitors decide where their next home will be
By Kathleen McGroryj MCT
Danny de Zayas, 24, and his
girlfriend , Nina Barry, 26,
weren ' t sure where to move.
So in the spirit of"American
Idol," they let the public choose.
The premise was simple: De
Zayas and Barry posted a li st of
250 cities online. The first to
gamer I million Internet votes
would become their new home .
The site, dannyandnina.com ,
went live in September.
By mid-December, nearly 5
million people had weighed in .
De Zayas, a Florida native, and
Barry were featured in newspapers and blogs around the world .
The site propelled them to
Internet stardom.
Now, it is propelling them to

dence, he moved one bloc k But when I finall y sat down and
away from Barry.
tho ught about it, I realized it
" We were inseparable after could be a lot of fun ."
that," he said. " We were hangDe Zayas and Barry asseming out 20 hours every day. I had bled a list of 25 0 places to live.
never felt that way about any- They chose a variety of cities
one."
from across the country, some
Flash ahead to August 2006 .
b ig, some smal.l , and put thei r
De Zayas and Barry were liv- picks on a website.
in g in a . small apartment in
The pair al so included some
Brooklyn. Both had fini shed inform ation about themse lves
school. They >¥e re ready to and what they wanted in a c ity.
leave New York but not sure
Vi sitors to the site could cast
where to move.
as many votes as they liked.
The idea to set up a Web site
Hoping to attract voters, de
and let America vote hit de Zayas and Barry sent o ut news
Zayas in the shower.
re leases to public officials and
" At first, I wasn 't sure how news outlets in nearly all 250
serious he was," Barry said. " He cities.
Then, they moved from New
kepl talking and talking about it.
York to de Zayas' parents house
in Miramar and crossed their
fingers.
" We had no idea how people
would react. We weren 't sure if
we would even get a thousand
votes," de Zayas said.
The fi rst 40 votes came from
friends in New York.
Several days later, Jacksonvi lle,
Fla., became the front-runner. The
c ity attracted several tho usand
votes after de Zayas and Barry
were featured in the local paper.
But that was just the beginn ing.
Tens of thousands of votes
flooded the site over the next
few weeks. Fort Collins, Colo.,
took an early lead. Then
Fayetteville ,
Ark.
Then
Savannah, Ga.
"Every morning we woul d
Danny de Zayas a nd Nina Barry let the visitors of their website decide where they will move. Looks like wake up and run over to the
the young New York couple should pack their skis, because the polls point to Denver (ptctured above).
Denver. They move Jan. 23.
" It 's been a romantic adventure for us," de Zayas said
Friday from his Miramar, Fl a.,
home. " We didn ' t know wh ere
we would be goin g, but we
knew we' d be together."
De Zayas and Barry met four
years ago at a nig htc lub in
Manhattan. De Zayas, then an
undergraduate at New York
University, was DJing that
night. Barry, an art student origina lly from Moscow, was at the
c lub with some friends.
The _two spent much of the
night talking about the ir shared
love of music and art.
A few weeks later, de Zayas
moved to Brooklyn. By coinci-

computer," de Zayas said. " We
never knew what city would be
in fir st pl ace."
The site had become a Web
sensation. More than 200,000
votes were streaming in every
day. Teenage g irls in Colorado
and Indi ana wrote to say they
held voting parties in the ir basements.
It;' Oct ober, the popular
German video blog Ehrensenf
urg ed its audience to punish the
pair by sending them to live in
Pl ano, Texas.
The Dallas Morning News
responded with a scathing editorial.
Controversy a lso ensued in
late December, when South
Bend, Ind., unex pectedly took
the lead . Dozens of people criticized the city on the couple's
message boards, advising them
not to move there.
In the end, both cities were
edged o ut by Denve r. Th e
Colorado capital reached the !mill ion vote threshold in m idDecember.
The Web adventure is not
over. De Zayas and Barry will
cont inue bloggi ng about their
odyssey for the next year.
"A lot of people have really
connected with our story," de
Zayas sa id . '·Everybody has
moved. Everybody has been in
love. People can really relate to
what we' re doing, even if we're
doing it in an unconventiona l
manner. "
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Dying to win

Website allows gamblers to bet on which celebs
By Tlffany Breyne/Mana~ing Editor

Odds are that Fidel Castro's
"grave" physical condition will
lead to his passing sometime in
2007. While some may mourn or
celebrate his death , others will
simply smile as they cross his
name off their lists of dying
celebrities.
These people are participants
in online dead pools, in which
individuals create a list of
celebrities they expect to die in
the coming year. At the end of
that year, participants can either
win various amounts of money,
depending on what pool they bet
in, or move up the ranks of glory
in the free pools.
" When people first see a
celebrity dead pool, they say,
'Ooh, that's strange ,' because
death is strange," said E-Bank,
who both participates in dead
pools and runs her own,
Ghoulpool.us. "It is scary to
some people."
Ghoulpool is one of the few
free pools on the web, and EBank, who doesn't want her real
name published, has been
involved in various others for
more than a decade. She joined
Ghoulpool in 1995 and took over
the site a year later when the
owners no longer had the time to
maintain it.
The fact that the pools are

based on celebrities doesn't interest E-Bank so much as the
research involved in making the
lists. In order to be successful,
participants must keep up on the
news involving aging celebrities
or ones with life threatening illnesses.
For Zachariah Love, dead
pools are a way to make fun of
celebrity obsession. Love is the
founder of Stiffs.com, a betting
pool that offers thousands of dollars to winners with the most
dead celebrities on their list.
"I've always been kind of disgusted with the way that people
deify celebrities," Love said.
"They' re people who fall in love
with people they've never met.
When Princess Diana died . . . I
kept reading about people who
cried more when she died than
when their own parents died. The
site to me is a way of bursting
that bubble and reminding people
that celebrities are just products,
really."
Both sites have gained and
maintained popularity over the
years, with Ghoulpool playing
host to about 40.participants and
Stiffs to about I,000. Each site
also has a master list of celebrities that bettors pick from. Stiffs
has a Fame Committee, made up
of 30 people, that decide each

year who goes on the list. Once
added, celebrities aren't removed
unless they die; so far, the list has
close to 2,000 names to pick
from.
While celebrities like Paris
Hilton and Britney Spears may be
on a list, they're more for joking
value than real guesses; E-Bank
said most people put such
celebrities on a so-called "hate
list," to take out their frustrations
for certain celebrities.
Dr. Toni Luskin, a media expert
studying at Fielding Graduate
University, said this fascination
with celebrities has always been
present, but the media's coverage
of them is what intrigues the public. She said starting in the '90s,
photographers started getting
more candid and news channels
started reporting more on celebrity lifestyles.
"People began to see a more
human side to these figures and
their identity became closer, as
tabloids made them more realistic," Luskin said. "They began to
show their foibles and their
human qualities. People probably
developed a closer identification
with them- they weren ' t just
magical beings suddenly. [People]
found out celebrities have a drinking problem or drug problem."
When it comes to researching

For more than a decade, online sites like Ghoolpool.us and
Stiffs.com have allowed users to place bets on which celebrities
will d ie in a given year.
for the dead pool lists, Love said
a good method is finding sick or
older celebrities that aren' t making the headlines. !fa person isn't
doing anything newsworthy,
chances are they're not in good
health.
Topping E-Bank's list of
celebrities is Tammy Faye
Messner,
formerly
Bakker.
Messner is known mostly for th~
scandal in which she and her exhusband scammed money from
their Evangelical organizations.
After doing research, E-Bank has
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found that Messner is in a selfdescribed "end stage" of cancer
and doesn' t expect to live much
longer.
"Usually you should do disease
over age," she said. "Just because
someone is I 00 years old doesn't
mean anything is wrong with
them. But you could have a 49year-old
Bobby
Hamilton
[NASCAR driver] get cancer and
pass away, and those are the safer
bets. Nothing is ever a given."
tbreyne@chroniclemail.cam
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Modern doy Shokespeore
No playwright has ever successfully created a I 0-play cycle
that chronicles the experience of
African-Americans throughout
the 20th century ... except August
Wilson. By producing works like
"Fences" and "The Piano
Lesson," Wilson became one of
the most celebrated playwrights
of our time and received two
Pulitzer Prizes.
With the Chicago premiere of
"Radio Golf," the Goodman
Theatre, 170 N. Dearborn St.,
becomes the frrst theater company in America to produce
Wilson's entire 20th century
cycle. The Goodman is commemorating this achievement by hosting a series of events about
Wilson's life and works.
"August Wilson is no longer
with us to talk so we're holding a
couple of events featuring people
who· knew him," said Chuck
Smith, resident director at the
Goodman Theatre. "No writer
has ever done anything on this
scale in the history of modem
theater. It 's Shakespearian in
scope. It's dedicated to a particular subject, and each play stands
alone."
Wilson was born in Pittsburgh
in 1945 and died in Seattle, Wash.
in 2005. All of Wilson's plays
take place in Pittsburgh with the
exception of"Ma Rainey's Black
Bottom," which takes place in
Chicago during the 1920s. As
part of the celebration, two of
Wilson's plays will be performed.
"Radio Golf," Wilson's final
play, is being shown in the

By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor
Albeit, Goodman's main stage. who will never be the stars,"
"Joe Turner's Come and Gone," Baldwin said. "He commanded
which is being produced by the black English vernacular and
Congo Square Theatre Company, had an exceptional gift for writwill play in the Owen, ing the way black people talk."
Goodman's second stage.
Actors performing Wilson's
"The two plays are like book- work know how important his
ends," Smith said. "'Radio Golf' command of language is to each
takes place in tlie 1990s and 'Joe piece.
"Actors often screw up," said
Turner's... ' takes place in the
191 Os. They give a good overview Aaron Todd Douglas, associate
of life in the early and later part of artistic director for Congo
the 20th century and all his plays Square. "We often paraphrase.
except for one take place in the When we as actors screw up
Hill District. He wrote about (Wilson's work), it's like screwPittsburgh because he was raised ing up in rhythm. Wilson writes
there."
in chunks and images, similar to
· While Wilson's childhood Shakespeare. One line doesn't
helped influence his writings, necessarily shape the picture ...
Pittsburgh was also a central relo- He is.a poet."
cation area of migration for
Douglas also said "Joe
African-Americans in the 1900s Turner's Come and Gone" is at
according to ·Sheila Baldwin, a the cornerstone of Wilson's cycle,
Columbia English professor who highlighting the themes that
has taught a ~lass on August come through in much of
Wilson and Spike Lee for six Wilson's other works.
"His themes are in such pure
years.
"Wilson's work deals with form that they perpetuate his
black life in an urban city," work," Douglas said. "It starts
Baldwin said. "It deals a lot with with the urban migration and
the migration movement. One of identity. The characters are varied
the major cities for relocation · and contrasting, eloquent and
was Pittsburgh, which was kind beautifuL"
of a model for Chicago's black
Douglas believes that Wilson's
belt when blacks migrated from work will stand the test of time
Mississippi."
because many of his themes are
Baldwin believes that Wilson's universal, comparing Wilson's
work is important not only work to that of Van Gogh's.
"Its vision is distinct, passionbecause he documented the black
experience in America, but also ate and inspirational," said
because he told the stories in a Douglas. "It's reflective of our
way that people could relate to.
time ... Wilson is the most accom"The stories themselves are plished playwright this country
about everyday ordinary people has ever produced ... Without a

Help create a family

I
final play, 'Radio Golf,' which opens at the Goodman
N. Dearborn St., Jan. 23.

doubt it's poetry. It's fitting to do mation on events taking place,
this. It's important to celebrate visit www.goodmantheatre.org.
his life and his accomplishments
to carry on the legacy he left us."
mkroeck@chroniclemail.com
The August Wilson celebration
at the Goodman Theatre goes
through Feb. 19. For more infor- •
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Boording not iust for boys
By Kristin Katter/ Assistant A&E Editor
ing Sally Butler, a Roxy profes- women have different bodies
sional snowboarder and skier to and d ifferent ways o f underthe park to offer advice for each standing things; therefore, their
technique for snowboarding will
participant.
Butler started snowboarding differ, said Jaime Donnelly,
pro fessionally in 2000, after snow boarder and assistant to the
growing up ski racing, which is core marketing di rector for
a com petitive, fast form of ski- Quiksilver.
" Most times it 's better for
ing.
" I was burnt out [on] ski rac- girls to learn from girls, because
ing. It was too competitive," she it 's in their nature to explain
sa id. "I found snowboarding to how to do things," Butler said.
give me more freedom a nd
Kathleen Landry has been a
allow me to be creative. A lot of personal trainer for the last 15
my idols were female snow- years, at AthletiCo for the last
boarders-! had posters of them two.
all over my wall."
Landry said she has never perBoys from her high school sonall y encountered any women
introduced Butler to snowboard- specifically asking for only a
ing.
woman trainer, although she
"It was nice because they does see the advantages it might
drove me to do it," s he said. have.
"But, I was very intimidated in
"Women relate better to
that environment because· I was women a nd some men don't
scared to mess up in front of have the proper experience
them."
training women," Landry said.
There are various reasons the "The way men are brought up,
clinics help women. Men and they are taught a different way
to do different things. But if
rh ey are trained properl y, it
shouldn 't be a problem."
Landry pointed out physical
differences important for any
trainer to know about men and
women's bodies.
The way men 's and women's
skeletons are built is different,
therefore their methods for balancing are different, she said.
T he all-women clinics will
offer a more comfortable environment and a chance for them
to network with other women,
Donnelly said.
At the camps, the women will
be grouped in teams of no more
than six, according to their skill
level. Max imum attention from
the coaches will be given.
Moves they wi ll learn upon
request, include carving, rail
jumps and pipe riding .
While most locations throughout the United States offer ski or
snowboard lessons, the Raging
Buffalo is limited to snowboarding only because it is a terrain
Women who learn proper snowboarding ski lls might be able to compete like Rosey Fletcher (above), of the United States, who won a park.
Whe n the fi rst clinic took
bronze meda l in the Giant Slalom at the 2006 Winte r Olympics.
About eight years ago, Mike
Sperling tried to teach his gi rlfrie nd at the time how to snowboard; he found it frustrating for
the both o f them. ·
"She had no joy in having me
teach her," he said.
Th is prompted Sperl ing, who
founded Vans Triple Crown
Series and co -founded Vans
Warped Tour, to start Girls
Learn to Ride.
This organization originally
set out to teach young girls how
to snowboa rd, something he
fou nd from his experience with
his girlfriend there was a lack
of.
Next month, one of these clinics will be held in the Chicago
area.
Raging Buffalo Terrain Park
in Algonquin will host a snowboarding clinic' Feb. 2, with
space available for 40 women.
Girls Learn to Ride and snowboard manufacturer Roxy are
promoting this clinic, and bring-

Lessons on t he halfpipe will be given to clinic
someday they can be as good as Gretchen I
(above) who won
a si lver meda l for the United States at the 2006 Winter Olympics.
place in California in 1999, he
said, they only expected five
girls to show up, but 120 attended.
This told Sperling there was a
strong interest, and it led him to
expand clinics across the United
States. Over the past eight years,
he has increased the number of
clinics to 180 and co-sponsored
another 520.
Sperling thinks it's important
to keep the lessons at a lower
cost to everyone. This is why he
teamed up with snowboarding
manufacturers Burton and Roxy
which otfer their own clinics
wit h company sponsored pro
athletes
teaching tricks and
maneuve rs.
Women aren 't the only ones
wanting to take lessons though;
both Donnell y a nd Sperling
expect to expand to male clinics
as well.
Bradley Ian Smith, a 22-yearo ld senior film major at
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Columbia, took one lesson
when he started snowboarding
I 0 years ago but said he didn 't
learn anything. He said when he
started, he wanted to jump off
th ings and crazy stuff, but ihe
lesson he took only taught him
what he could learn himself.
He said if there were a clinic
that offered lessons with some
of h is snowboarding idols, he
would definitely do it.
Smith said that someone's
potential on the mountain all
depends on their attitude and not
just their sex.
"Some of the fema les we
snowboard with come really
close to doing what we are
doing," he said. " For us it"s
more about j ust hanging out
with friends, like a couple guys
like to throw snow down each
others' pants."
Sperling thinks the problem
for some guys is th eir urge to
learn how to do the tricks before
they learn how to go down the
hill.
"Girls want to learn how to do
everything correctly, and they
learn 100 times quicker than
gu)IS," he said. " One girl I saw
took two hours to do tricks guys
took four years to learn."
Sperling said he has gotten
some surprised reactions when
peop le fi nd out about him ,
because he is a mnn who started
this organization for women .
"I've worked with male athletes [who] took things for
gmnted," he snid.
However, he thinks because
he is n mnn nnd hns so many
connections, that helped open
more doors for them.
G irls Learn to Ride is open to
fe mnlcs of nil ngcs. nlthough n
Womlln's Learn to Ride. for
fcmn lus ugc 21 and over is
plunnod for thu 1\tlure. They also
s ponsor sorting. s kiing, wllkobnnrdi nll,
skutobonrding,
mutouross. BMX ridingamd rncitaguml mountnin bikh111.

Ualtflr@cltronlrlttmall.l'tllll
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Borbie, meet Fullo
Dolls teach girls to be proud of their culture
By Allie Shah/MCT
Glance at Fulla, and you feel sur~ she's
Barbie's cousin.
The two dolls are the same height, with
the same oval face and straight hair cascading down their backs. Even their plastic high heels are about the same size. But
the similarities end there. Fulla doesn't
own a bikini, for example, and certainly
doesn 't have the supersized chest to fill
one out.
Instead Fulla, created by a toy company
based in the United Arab Emirates, wears
an abaya- a long, black robe-that covers her body from head to toe. Her eyes
are mocha, her skin caramel, her hair jet
black.
The doll, which has been outselling
Barbie in the Midd!e East since its launch
in 2!)03, is the latest example of a new
crop of dolls reflecting different races,
values, religions and culrures. Fulla will
appear at the 2007 Toy Fair in New York·
City in February. Other doll companies,
such as American Girl and Dolls Like Me,
also have introduced ethnic dolls, including African-American, Hispanic, Native
American and Asian options.
Na:med after a fragrant flower, the Fulla
line includes a variety of dolls dressed in
clothes that reflect different countries in
the Middle East and Asia. But Fulla goes
beyond the external fashion and beauty
focus. She is a doctor and teacher who
respects her parents and likes to read and
play sports.
'The message that Fulla brings ... is
promoting good virtues for little girls,"
said Basel Kanawati , chief technology
officer for NewBoy, the company that
created Fulla. "It's asking girls to take
pride in themselves and not dress for boys
and be the sex symbols that other dolls
tend to be."
Kanawati , who lives in Charlotte, N.C.,
said Fulla a void for parents and girls who
want a doll that looks like them and represents their values. As a father of four
daughters he sees the pressures girls face.
"They feel they need to imitate other
people to be accepted into society. The
message [of Fulla] is [that] you can be
proud of yourself and function in society."
i
But is it fun?
Although some versions of Fulla
include a pink felt prayer mat and abaya,
she is not a " Muslim doll ," Kanawati
said. He calls her a "global doll," because
she wears a variety of clothes from different pans of the worid. There are Fulla
dolls with saris, sold in India, for example, and dolls with Malaysian clothes sold
in Malaysia.
Christine Williams, professor of sociology at the University of Texas at Austin,
said that while adults fret over the potential hazards of their children playing with
dolls that don' t resemble them, kids generally just see dolls as toys.
"I think parents project an awful lot of
power onto these objects that may or may
not have any true impact on what the
child will do," Williams said. "The question of what children do with Barbies. or
their toys has always been up in the air."
When Barbie was first introduced in
1959, she caused a stir among many
mothers offended by her sensuous shape,
said Williams, author of Inside Toyland:
Working, Shopping and Socia/ Inequality.
Later, some feminist groups also found
fault with Barbie, saying the doll promoted an unrealistic body image for girls.
In the 1960s and 1970s, another controversy ensued, this time over the dearth of
African-American dolls. The first black
dolls came onto the market, resembling
Barbie and produced by a black-owned
company. Mattei followed later with a
black doll that was Barbie's friend.
"This idea of all groups needing representation has been around," Williams
said. "Part of getting respect is to see

yourself in the mainstream. The problem
is that it can become a superficial represent~tion." For example, she said, "culrure [sometimes] gets translated in exotic
dress or olive-colored skin," without a
real appreciation of the culture's history,
values and norms.
Dollmakers also have long grappled
with how to create dolls with accurate
body parts that are still appropriate for
children. One Fulla doll wears a pink
jumpsuit that covers most of her arms and
legs. Beneath her clothes, though, a pink
tank top and pants are painted on her
upper and lower torso.
Williams said that the painted-on
clothes solution was also used to protect
modesty when the Ken doll was
designed . At the time, there was a
debate over whether he should have a
bulge in his pants; the manufacturer
painted underpants onto his torso.
"There was this concern that it can't
be nude," she said. "Children pick up on
that: Why is this part of the doll not
undressab le?"
Williams suggested that adults who
design female dolls without breasts are
showing their extreme ambivalence about
femin inity. "On the one hand, the idea is
trying to provide a role model for children
to emulate. On the other hand, they' re
showing their di scomfort with anything
sexual."
Dolls, she said, can become a fl ash
point for unresolved cultural values.
"They really do come to represent
contradictions we have over women's
roles in society," she said.
Children, however, will judge them
based on what kind of value they bring
as a plaything . "They just think it's fun
or it's not," Williams said. " That will be
the real test, whether this is something
that only adults will collect or whether
[it's something] kids will want."

This doll, created by Fulla, has outsold
Barbie in the Middle East.
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Foscist in Wonderland
. By Matt Fagerholm/ Film Critic
"Twas brillig and the slithy such as "mimsy," a derivation her pregnant mother to northern
loves I Did gyre and gimble in of miserable. The fragments of Spain, where she meets her new
the wabe: I All mimsy were the reality Carroll hid within hi s stepfather. He turns out to be the
borogoves, I And the mome raths gloriously nonsensica l prose sadistic Capitan Vidal, brilliantly
outgrabc."- Lewis
Carroll, made the. ideas and image ry portrayed by Sergi Lopez, who
Through the Looking Glass, and they addressed resonate all the breathes fearsome life into the
more. This is precisely the kind most hateable character in recent
What Alice Found There (1871)
An initial glance at this poem of bewilderingly clever magic film memory. Faced with a new
would undoubtedly cause read· writer/director Guillermo del life of "mimsy" at Vidal 's fascist
ers to react in a way similar to Toro creates with his wondrous military outpost, Ofelia is desthat of Carroll's young protago· new film, Pans Labyrinth.
perate for an escape, and on one
nist, who exclaimed, "Somehow
A simple summation of the particular night, "escape" finds
it seems to fill my head with film makes it sound like a her. Ofelia is beckoned into the
ideas-only ~don 't know exact· straightforward derivation of surrounding forest by a mysteri·
ly what they are!" Yet on closer Alice in Wonderland. A young ous faun-played by Doug
inspection, one realizes that this girl named Ofelia, played by the Jones-who claims that she
fantastical garble is made from phenomenally natural 11 -year- embodies the lost spirit of a
bits and pieces of actual words, old Ivana Baquero, travels with princess. This sets her off on a
perilous adventure where she
encounters the nightmari sh
beasts and unspeakable evils of
both worlds-the real and imaginary-while discovering that she
may have the power to heal their
considerable wounds.
Such a verbal synopsis can
only hint at the notes, not the
music, of del Toro 's genius.
What makes his film extraordi·
nary is how its story marries
together the childlike awe of
timeless fantasy with the
uncompromis ing brutality of
historical wartime fiction.
Set in 1944, when Spain was
reel ing from postwar fascist
repression, the film uses entire·
'Pan's Labyrinth' brings to life a mystical world that takes a young ly fict ional plot elements to
girl, Ofelia. on a dark journey reminiscent of 'Alice in Wonderland ' communicate the true-life terror
with a pol itical twist.
and inhum ane nature of the

period. Vidal relishes in the torture of rebels who resist his
reign , using fear as his primal
weapon. He appears to be
unstoppable even as a growing
number of guerrillas secretly
infiltrate his headquarters, led
by the Capitan's chief house·
keeper
Mercedes-Meribel
Verdu. Alice 's bitter reply to the
Queen of Hearts, "All ways are
your ways, your majesty," can
almost be heard echoing in the
distance. By seamlessly juxta·
posing fantasy with reality, lhe
film makes fascism seeni as
much of an absurdist curiosity
as the eye-popping creatures
Ofelia confronts. By concealing
this social commentary within
an exhilarating fantasia, del
Toro captures Carroll's beguiling mixture of relevancy and
artful ambiguity.
The thrilling majesty of del
Toro 's fantasy sequences are
unlike anything seen in recent
film history. When Ofelia
encounters the Pale Man-also
Jones-a child-killing abnormality whose eyeballs reside in
the palms of its hands, there's
such palpable fear and tension
that it giddily exorcises the
inner-spooked child out of the
most jaded adult audience
member. Though the film 's violence is brutally graphic, and
earns the film's R-rating, it is
also completely justifiable

within the context of the story's
cautionary intentions. Javier
Navarrete's score is as breath·
takingly haunting as the
astounding visuals, and the
human characters are every bit
the equal of the fantastical crea·
tures .
Pans Labyrinth is a master·
piece. In a year where two other
gifted Mexican filmmakers, and
long-time friends of del Toro,
offered films as ambitious as
they were visceral- namely
Alejandro Gonzalez lnarritu 's
Babel and Alfonso Cuaron's
Children of Men-this film
towers above them both. It is as
imaginative a fantasy as
Miyazaki's Spirited Away, as
devastating a
drama as
Schindler s List and as thrilling
a work of art as any film
released in 2006. Roger Ebert
has often said that it "isn't sadness that touches me the mbst in
a movie, but goodness." There
is a universe of sadness in Pans
Labyrinth, yet it is the pure
innocence and benevolent
determination of Ofelia, which
motivate her to make a pivotal
decision late in the film, that is
more profoundly moving than
any bloodshed or horror. This is
the best film of 2006.

chronicle@colum.edu

'Pan's Labyrinth'
Directed by Guillermo

del Toro

Pick on e up or go online .
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The Autumn Defense.
The Autumn Defense

Modern Drunkard.
January 2007

cat Sitter.
Sunrise Productions,

These nature~lovers tricked
me into thinking they were
some Simon & Garfunkel
clones from the depths of
Wyoming. But really it's just
two
young,
attractive
Chicagoans who like to layer
lots of instruments, especially
the flute. Man, they really
love that flute, and unfortunately, I do not.
-C Mahlmeister

Christmas was ripe for the
taking. Amid frequent bouts
with eggnog, I opened my
mailbox and found the latest
issue of Modern Drunkard.
And it was filled with holiday
cheer. From holiday hints for
hooch heads, to stories about
surviving drinking in a barrio,
the magazine once again
delivers what it promises-no
diluted bullshit.
-C. Jakubowski

Simply playing this DVD, Cat
Sitter. the ultimate entenainment for felines, will grab and
hold a cat 's attention with a
video montage of gerbils,
birds, squi rrels, fish and more.
The DVD will captivate most
cats, caus ing even the most
active to settle down and
become a couch potato.
-A. Maurer

LLC

U.S. Cellular.

It seems that U,S. Cellular is
slowly sucking all of its airwaves underground. I have no
signal and can't stay connected in my founh-floor apanment, grocery store, school or
job, but I can on the Red Line,
where the background noise
makes it too loud to hear anything.
- K.Kalter

Premium

The Smithereens.
Meet the Smithereens:
Tribute to the Beatles

Fell.
Warren Ellis and Ben
Templesmith

Rocky Balboa.

As a devout Beatles fan, I' ve
seen a fair share of bad copycats. This one, though, is just
plain blah. Singer Pat
DiNizio's dull sound can't
match Paul 's sweet and cool
voice, and the band just
lamely copies the Beatles'
first U.S. album Meet the
Beatles! note for note .
Listeners are better off just
experiencing the real anists'
vers ion. - T Breyne

Th is comic chronicles the
adventures
of Detective
Richard Fell in a district
where corruption, murder and
weirdness are the status quo.
Each issue is a self,contained
story with a below average
price, which is a definite plus.
Templesm ith 's an is creepy
but beautiful and manages to
tell Ellis' bizarre; violent noir
tales with a minimum ofexpo·
sition. -S. Baltrukonis

If they called it Rocky VI, I
wouldn't have seen Rocky
Balboa. And I would have
missed out on one of the better, more somber Rockies in a
long lime. This raw egg-drinking, aging ·'Yo Adrian!"
screaming cult icon definitely
delivers. It's a perfect ending
to the saga. -C. Jakubowski

The Chronicle: Most of you guys are from Calumet C ity,
Ill. Were you friends in high school?
Patrick Joseph: It's funny. We knew each other in high
school, but we didn' t hang out. We weren't friends.
How did you end up in a band then?
After high school, I went to a Halloween party with one
of my friends. They were playing the party without a singer.
My bass player, Shawn, made an announcement that they
were looking for a singer. When I heard them make that
announcement, I said, " If you play a cover I know, I'll jump
in and sing." And they did.

Unlucky #2.
Written by Matthew E.
Hawkins.

Alpha Dog.

Packing in two tales per issue,
Matthew E. Hawkins recounts
some of the most embarrassingly awkward moments from
his life in this min i comic.
While the last issue's episode
of Hawkins witnessing his
founh grade principle trapped
in a gorilla seemed tough to
beat, this issue's snapshot of a
one-n ight stand gone awry is
well wonh the buck fifty.
- H. Clauss

Don 't let Justin Timberlake's
acting ski lls deter you !Tom
seeing this film . Alpha Dog
has all the elements o f an
entertaining film-sex. drugs
and violence. And the most
intriguing pan i> that it's
based on the real crimes of a
group of young southern
Californians.
- H. Graham

cassavettes

This blog gives a voi ce to my
hatred of the current state of
spons journalism, which
includes ESPN, writers who
use cliches, and Spon s
Illustrated 's Peter King. It
coined my new favorite nickname, Rex " Sex Cannon"
Grossman. It spares nobody
with its harsh and sometimes
over-the-line style of writing.
- M Rubio

Blend~

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
The members of Egnaro decided early on ihat they wou ld
go by fake names: Patrick Joseph is the singer, Stevil Knevil
on drums, Shawn Savage on bass, Tonylongdude at lead guitar and Captain Kick Ass on rhythm. Stage names, they
decided, would be more fun .
And fun is what these guys are all about. The south s uburban rock band out of Calumet City, Ill., has a tight and
aggressive sound, with influences all over the board: metal,
punk rock, grunge rock and just plain old rock 'n ' roll .
The guys, all in their late 20s, have been playing together
for s ix years ; they've played a festival in New York and
recorded in Los Angeles, and released a handful of demos
and EPs. The Panties Your Mother Laid Out for You is their
first full length CD, released in 2006. Patrick Joseph spoke
with The Chronicle about what it takes to keep a band
together for s ix years and where they plan to go in the years
to come.

Wincing the Night Away

Directed by Nick

Directed by Sylvester
Stallone

kissmesuzy.
blogspot.com.

The Shins.

The Shins once thrived on
simple melodies, a strippeddown sound, and met iculous- if not sometimes intentionally lacking- attention to
recording quality. The latest
album has the same melodies
and instrumental s implicity,
but the sound is bigger, as if it
is trying to fill out the huge
auditoriums this band now
plays in. As one can imagine,
it doesn 't fit. - M Byrne

What song?
I think it was The Kinks, 'You Really Got Me.'
Good song. And you've been together for six years since
then. That's a long time for a band; how do you keep it
together?
We just have fun. Sometimes people are a little bit amazed
at the fact that we're still together, and it's all the original
guys. But we just enjoy playing together. That's why we've
stayed together as a band and a fam ily.
You guys have made some big steps toward gettin g you r
name out there, including being fin a lists in QIOI 's Next
Rock Star contest in 2005. Do you want to be in the spotlight, on MTVand VH I, or would you rather be a belowthe-radar success?
I've had conflicted feelings about that. In the past, we've
talked about if, like, Pepsi came to us and wanted to use a
song for a commercial. I don 't want to sell out to just anything or anybody who wants to use our music to sell something.
[But] you're trying to make a living off of your mus ic. I
don 't want to sell out, but anybody who 's in a band and tells
you that they 're not trying to get popular or get their mus ic
on the radio or get their music to a large audience is just
pulling your leg.

Egnaro plays at Cal's Liquor, 400 S. Wells, on Jan. 26.
Their CD. 'The Panties Your Mother Laid Out for You. ' is
available now.
Check them out at www.myspace.com/egnaro.
- M Byrne

Hean s don't do corr uption
justice. Either I can call corruption for \'{hat it is, a political racket, or I can point out
that without them I wouldn't
have a job. I owe my life to
you, corruption, thanks for
always being there.
-J Ewert Jr.
Corruption.

Egnaro

···
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tion to the store of knowledge?"
Dodd said. " I have seen, particularly at the high school level, high
school teacliers actually offer the
Wikipedia as a valid source>-and
that horrifies me."
The rate o f accuracy Wikipedia
has proven, however, gives hope
of success to sites like WikiMapia,
according to John Palfrey, execuContinued From Front Page tive director o f the Berkman
Center for Internet and Society at
Many educators and academics, Harvard Law School.
including those at the Center for
" I think one of the extraordinary
Academic Integrity, have criticized things about Wikipedia is the
sites like Wikipedia for their lack extent to which the community has
of expenise and credibility when it been self-policing in a vast number
comes to presenting knowledge to of instances," Palfrey said. "Where
the
public.
"l , k' 1h h
there's a commuVisitors to wiki
t s ta mg e uman nity o f people
sites can't be
network and mapping it who really love
sure who is over to technology, which and are dedicated
entering or edit- has great potentiaL In the to making a
ing content. and
resource the best
know nothing end, the value of the con- that it can be,
more than a usertent there is going to be many
hands
name for the
serendipitous. ,
make excellent
work."
people responsible for the inferT h o u g h
mation. accord- Mark Thalhimer, commu- WikiMapia has
ing to Tim Dodd,
nications director, Internet
no
affiliatiol)
executive direcSociety
with
the
W ik ime d ia
tor of the center.
Because of this, visitors can't be Foundation, the parent organizasuie if the content is reliable.
tion that controls Wikipedia.org,
" I know the experts in my field Wiktionary.org, Wikinews.org and
and I don't know if (a user named] others, it isn't the first attempt to
' funny hat' is really an ex pen," stan up a wiki map site. A previous
Dodd said. ''I'm just concerned wiki map was attempted by tying
that it should not be promoted as articles within Wikipedia.org to
the same kind of authoritative specific locations o n a map,
source as the ... peer-reviewed tra- according to Mark Pellegrini, a
ditional ways of creating know!- member of the press committee for
edge."
Wikimedia.
Visitors to WikiMapia.org can 't
He also expressed a concern that
the information on a wiki site can link geographic locations with
content at Wikipedia.org, but they
always--and likely will alwaysbe edited again and again.
can add a description of any place
" If something is constantly edit- they tag on the map. The content
ed, when is it officially a contribu- that gets edited into WikiMapia,

WikiMapia:

Users describe
locations on
publicly-edited
mapping site

My wikiMapia

Klml BadlerfThe Chronicle
Visitors to WikiMapia.org can tag and describe any location on a satellite map of the world. The creatprs do
not intend to compete with MapQuest or Google Maps, but simply want visitors to "describe the Earth."

therefore, may not be fact-based
but could prove to have other
advantages, according to Mark
Thalhirner, communications director for Internet Society, an organization aimed at promoting
advancement and availability of
the Internet.
As users ofWikiMapia tag more
and more locations with descriptions, visitors who want to dine at
new locations or fmd new entertainment hotspots can utilize the
information as a reference for
going somewhere they've never
been before, lbalhirner said.
" It's taking the human network
and mapping it over to technology,
which has great potential,"
Thalhimer said. "In the end, the
value of the content there is going
to be serendipitous."
Just as Wikipedia struggles to

eliminate false entries, WikiMapia
could face an even harder battle, he
added. Wikipedia's large user base
makes fact-checking surprisingly
thorough, Thalhimer said. Errors
in geography, however, might not
jump out as easily to an everyday
user who may peruse and edit
WikiMapia.
Since wiki sites depend on visitors to add or correct the things
they already know about, the hope
is that visitors to WikiMapia.org
will self-select their entries and
limit them only to areas they are
truly familiar with, lbalhirner said
" You're relying on the power of
people saying, ' If I personally
have never lived in Thailand, I
would be very reluctant to go in
and stan editing a whole bunch of
entries about Thailand,"' he said.
To fully map the globe correctly,

WikiMapia would need active participation from users in every part
of the world, Palfrey said.
"Many of the topics on
Wikipedia are more accessible to
more people to get right," he said,
" whereas some of the things on a
map can be known only to a very
small number of people, and if you
don't get those people contributing, you're unlikely to get good
information."
Since WikiMapia.org is essentially starting from scratch,
Pellegrini said it's bound to bave a
few issues. Like any wiki site,
WikiMapiaorg will need to gradually improve upon itself.
"You can't stan out by turning
out gold," he said

ariggio@chroniclemail.com
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Anything
but
•
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/ Assostant A&E Ed otor
Adam Urooks and Mathew
Wolson don't hkc to be called
pranksters
The hoghly ongmal and offbeat
duo. who call themsel ves Industry
of the Ordmary. would rather be
referred to as gutsy artosts and
teachers who seek to avood the typical posh gallenes and onstead.
bnng theu art free of charge to the
streets of Chocago.
Whether theu performance art
consosts o f a foosball battle
dressed as an Old God and a
Young God tcetenng on the edge
of Lake Mochigan or lugging
around their entire wardrobe for a
day, Industry of the Ordinary will
go to great lengths to get the pu~

he to mmgle woth them
" l'' e alway, found an accodcn·
tal audoence, the kmd of audoence
you get m a street, to be a very
mterestmg audoence to make an·
work m front of," Wolson saod.
'The elected audoence m the
gallery has seen work so much.
they arc almost nonchalant about
ot."
The "accodental audoence" osn 't
always ready for theu mnovatove
ideas, as Wilson found out from a
performance art piece consosting
of drawing a line down the sodewalk on State Street. A cop on a
bicycle followed the line and
found an unsuspecting Wilson at
the end. He was handcuffed and

Columbia teachers Adam Brooks. left. and Mathew Wilson. right.

set up for their gallery opening at AI Gallery, 676 N. LaSalle Drive.

Adam Brooks and Mathew Wolson dress up as Old God and Young Gnd for ,, p;>rform,lnrt• ,u t Plt'CP
They not only battle each other on a game of foo5bi111. but the choll\ WiJ\t'S o f Luht' ~lortugan ,1s \\t'll
thro"'n mtu a cop car a.~ hh attcntJ\C

'tudent<-.

'-'3\C:d

goohye tn

hom
.. AII of these cops were preny
threatcnmg characters and were
mmally pretty possed off woth me
because they dodn 't know what the
hell I was domg.'' Wolson saod. " In
the end they were son of mto It,
askmg about future projects and
telhng me where I could get a really good pmt of Gumness in
Chocago."
Although theu preferred audience os the general public.
Matthew Hoffman, co-curator of
Research and Development for A I
Gallery, 676 N. LaSalle Drive,
thinks it is important to show
Industry of the Ordinary's work in
the gallery. It will be on d isplay
until Feb. 24.
"They' re doing some really
interesting explorations," Hoffman
said. 'They are son of doing ordinary things in extraordinary circumstances. The photographs
have some very poignant information worth looking at."
Brooks and Wilson choose to
focus on the mundane and lackluster aspects of life for inspiration
for their artwork. which is where

th~:1r

whc..,

name come' trom

Bn.'H..'k' ,,ud

rt\al1\-

~l rtl'•h

111.11\l'ltnl! ll\l' l ,\ fll'\' llk.t

lnd u~tr\.

.md

ol

till·

( )ldtll.H\

help' m.,ptrl· ll1hl'l .u1t'l' h' tl'.h,'h
mg an the Att .md J>e,tgn

would be more ontercs tong to tal.c
everyday otenL~ and n:conte,tu•lo£e them onto somethmg else
"Just lookmg out the wmdo" .
the world os an extraordonary and
peculiar place," Wolson saod.
"Making art out of somcthmg
famoliar seems to be one of the
maon responsobllitles of an. makmg you look at the world around
you. JUSt by the fact that it's always
been there but you' ve never studied ot. An makes you look again
and look harder...
But Brooks and Wilson also like
to inject a large sense of themselves in their projects, which
sometimes stem from nothong less
than hanging out, watchong soccer.
drinking beer and, of course,
exchanging a chuckle or two.
"Adam and I both share a very
speco fi e and bizarre sense of
humor," Wilson said. "Much of the
work comes from us cracking each
other up."
Brooks and Wilson often talk
about thongs completely unrelated
to art. but then suddenly find them-

Dcp.utlnent .tt Culumb~;~
"h ·s scthng an l'~amplc n f "h.tt

po,;,oblc and abo " llrl.ong 111 ,,
realm that IS untradotoonnl.''
Brooks saod "More than anytlung.
ot's presenting the possoboloty of
workmg m thos way a.• a voublc
option."
Brooks also saod he can sec an
attotude change throughout every
semester he teaches at Columbm.
At first. the students usually don't
take theor work very senously, but
that changes after 15 weeks.
Currently, Brooks and Wolson
arc being commissioned to do anwork in the Bucktown/Wicker
Park Branch Library. 1701 N.
Milwaukee Ave.• and they wouldn't want to be doing anythmg else.
'There's a do fference between
the [artists J that almost made ot and
the ones that did: The ones that dod
have no choice.'' Wilson saod.
'They've got no chooce but to do
this. and they absolutely refuse to
stop."
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Say ''hi'' to your knee.

Okay. Hi, knee.
You

,,J,u

1110\ cmcnb k~~.:m. on the ..,ublunc
and the transcendent lie thought It

iust said heiney.

I
This is funny because it's embarrass1ng for a person to utter lhe word
"heiney" unintentionally. Submit a v1deo of your comedic gen1us to
Rhapsody's No Talent Nation Contest on Z1ddio.com You could end
up on TV and get to appear at the 2007 U.S. Comedy Ar s Festrval
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New yeor, new nome
By Mary Kroeck;Assistant A&E Editor
One way is for a museum to
declare itself a national museum.
The o ther is to go through
si ts a museum that is home to one
Congress and have a declaration
of the largest col lect ions of
passed to make it an official
Mexican art in the country. It has
nati onal museum. Although the
been a part of the Pilsen commuNational Museum o f Mex ican Art
nity for 20 years and is honori ng
gave itself nati onal status, it is the
thi s achieve ment wi th a new
on ly accredited museum dedicatname.
ed exclusively to Latino art in the
The Mexican Fine Arts Center
country.
Museum . 1852 W. 19th S t..
" For a museum to be accreditchanged it s name to the National
ed means that it is operating at the
Museum o f Mexican A rt and will
highest level of professional stanhouse the largest traveli ng ex hi bdards and is a testament to the
it o f Mayan textiles in the United
to become a national museum. quality o f the museum ," Hall
States.
sa id.
Hal l also sa id that AAM
applauds having an ethnic-specific museum in the country that is
operating at such a high quality.
Eil een Ford. professor of Latin
American his to ry at DePaul
University, said it is great to have
a museum dedicated to Mexican
art in the c ity and in the country.
" I think it's incredibly important to have a museum like this,
especiall y in Chi cago and in the
nation, g iven the c hanges in
demographics and the issue of
in11111g rat ion." Ford sa td . " It 's
important to make Mexican culture more :_,,stble and to celebrate
it publicly.''
Ford hopes, wtth the museum's
name change. mo re people will
take the lime to explore Mexican
Thts photograph. 'Woman from Aguacatenago (Guatemala)' by cu lture. She thmks patronage of
Gertrude Duby Blom. shows how Mayan texttles are typica lly worn.
Lattnu artists wtl l s how that their
Between a patch of grass and
the Harrison Park baseball fields

"We declared ourselves the
National Museum of Mexican Art
because as the Mexican Fine Arts
Center Museum , we have
evolved in our growing community throughout the United
States," said Cesareo Moreno,
visual arts d irector for the museum. "Our name is changing to
refl ect that."
According to Jason Hall, director o f govornment and media
relations for the American
Assoc iation of Museums (AAM),
the re arc two ways for a museum

work is appreciated.
To celebrate the new name, the
museum is housing "Arte Textil
Maya: Collections of the Centro
de Textiles del Mundo Maya," an
exhibit on Mayan textiles that
features wo rk from Fomento
Cultura l Banamex, A.C., an
organi zat~on in Mexico dedicated
to keeping the tradition of folk art
alive in the country, through May
27th.
According to Moreno, Banamex
encourages many Mexican artists
to use traditional methods to create
art and the foundation has been
successful in keeping art alive in
Mexico.
" I can 't think of a more fitting
exhibition to celebrate our new
name and continued commitment
to Mexico, and o ur e ffort to
maintaining art in 21st century
Mexico," Moreno said.
Along with the Mayan textiles,
a series of black and white photographs showing how the pieces
are made and used in traditional
culture are displayed.
"The cold walls of a gallery
were not where these pieces were
meant to be d isplayed," Moreno
said. " Banamex has very intuiti vely decided to incorpo rate
paintings and photographs into
the exhibit to highlight the paralle l between folk and fi ne art ."
Moreno thinks the art world
doesn't always recognize artisans
as ftne arttsts. but when one sees

These details of Mayan textiles
are examples of the work included in 'Arte Textil Maya' at the
National Museum of Mexican
Art. 1852 W. 19th St.
work both types of art side by
side, it's hard to differentiate
between the two.
Given the increase of the
Latino population, Moreno hopes
the museum's name change and
new exhibit will help people see
Mexican culture has much to
contribute to sociery.
" I think when you really look
at the growing demographics and
see that Latin America is enormous, you can see that Mexico
has so much to offer the United
States in many ways, not just our
food." Moreno said.

SEE CHICAGO'S MOST CELEBRATED SEASON ON A STUDENT BUDGET!
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Elmore Leonard
novel
5 Smith of football
10 Jazz singing
14 Country singer
Lovett
15 Chef's coverage
16 Turner of films
17 Muscat's place
16 Frightens away
19 Cartoonist Peter
20 Quiz programs
22 Rand McNally
book
23 Reef-explorers'
devices
24 Natl. TV
network
25 Broadcasts
26 Org. with maps
27 Gooey mass
30 20A participant
34 Cola
35 Zodiac sign
36 NYC clock
setting
37 Philosopher
Kierkegaard
36 Eye part
39 Winded
41 Stooge name
42 Eur. nation
43 Fellas
44 PC key
45 Some masts
49 Milking parlors
52 Heart chamber
53 Scads
54 Imminent
danger
55 "Misery" slar
56 Big name in
sound systems
57 Wipe out
56 Yale alumni
59 Those in favor
60 Disney and
Whitman
61 Fill past full
DOWN
1 Drudges
2 Rolling Stones
bassist Bill
3 San Antonio
landmark

NINES

6 Covers with
fabric
7 Hillcrests
6 Ghostly
greetings
9 Oues. response
10 Louvers
11 Reiner or Sagan
12 Kournikova or
Paquin
13 Western art
colony
21 Overcastand
22
24 Hip dude
26 Adversary
27 Pie rce with a

~~!y:;~;grp.

26
29
30
31
32
33
34

Pindar's output
Prohibits
Composed
Hydrox rival
Five after four
Sweet drink
Twice vearlv

Sudoku

Yusuke Morl, a
freshman Columbia
music
business
major, is victorious
over the freezing
winds with his bright
orange,
oversized
North Face puffy
jacket.
" I could climb a
mountain in this
jacket," Mori said.
"This is my first
Chicago winter and I
came prepared. I'm
from Tokyo, Japan. "
Headpho nes not
only blast jammin'
beats on the streets,
but also keep his
ears warm in the
cold.
Mori also paired
ultra-slim jeans with
specialized
Vans
from New York.
Underneath
his
jacket he wore a
black hoodie and a
messenger
bag
slung over his shoulder.
"My favorite stores
are those that carry
specialized items,"
Mori said, "although
most aren't in the
United States. "
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However
Shelled reptiles
Capp and Gore
Chips in chips
Wild again
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46 Feel
49 Infant
50_ vera
51 Operatic diva
Ponselle

Rachael StrecherfThe Chronicle

By Michael Mepham
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in. bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Sudoku on Mobile.
Entar 783658.coll1

In your mobile
Web broweer.
Get • tree gamel
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Cancer (June 22- July 23): The
best thing to cuddle up to on a
cold winter night is the wrum
embrace of death. Good thing
you've got that m irror installed
above your bed, tiger.

Aquarius (Jan. 2 1- Feb. 19):
Women everywhere will discover that those shaggy-haired,
cardigan-wearing, skinny softies
that sat in the back of class are
equally as misogynistic as those
seductive older professors.
Pisces (Feb. 20--March 20):
Reme mber that burst of happiness you got tram seeing puppies in a pet store window?
Something will happen this week
which wil l forever deaden that
feeling inside of you.
Aries (Marc h 2 1- April 20):
T he next time you 'rc late for
c lass and the teacher actually
says something in tront of all
your bram-dead classmates,
declaring that you're paying for
the class and deserve your
money's worth , just remind him
of all the times he a) was late
himself, b) let class out I 5 minutes early or c) canceled class for
some business-related event to
ti1111ier his own career.
Taurus (April 2 1- May 2 1):
You know that one person who
always has a few too many
drinks at a party and e nds up
passing out on the couc h only
to wet his or her pants in the
process? That's going to be you
for the rest of your life.
Gemini (May 22- June 2 I): A
truly historic hour is upon you,
a lthough it will subsequently
prove just how small and pointless your life is in the grand
scheme that is oppression, er,
life.

Leo (July 24-Aug. 23): Wearing
that ro be your parents or significant other got you for the holidays
comes in handy most of the time.
Although, 'be advised to dis mantle
alter Fhugging a bottle of Diet
Coke with homemade tacos
bel:ause this winning cornbo will
transfom1 your comfortable robe
into a treacherous. self- unposed
Dutch oven.

(~
•

G)
•

•

V irgo
(Aug. 24- Sept. 23):
Starring in reality-based television s hows like "I Love New
York" and "Top C hef" doesn' t
count as a fe~u of strength.

Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23): Waving
a gun into the air a Ia Chicago
Aldennan Dorothy Tillman is the
easiest solution to all of your
problems this week.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22):
Nothing says " I' m desperately
lonely" like wmching "Grey's
Anatomy."
Sagittarius ( ov. 23- Dec. 2 1):
There's no business like grilling
or C hicago politics.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 20):
You will become so poor this
week that you won't even be able
to buy a bullet for your gun.
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Increase:
Minimum:wage
up for debate in
state government
Continued f rom Front Page
Fox sa id less than half of the
14.9 milli on people a ffected are
working for minimum wage.
Mos t would be receiv ing raises
to go along with the increase in
their co-workers ' wages.
" There is a 'spillover effect,"'
Fox said . "6.6 mi llion workers
[al ready mak ing m in imum
wage) woul d be mandated to
have an increase, while 8.3 m illion would also get a raise."

The Business Battle
The "spillover e ffect" is o ne
of the majo r problems of ra ising
minimum wage, said Peter G ill,
communications director o f the
Illinois
Reta il
M ercha nts
Associati on , an organizati on
based o n the interests of retai l
businesses.
"In a small business, cost of
labor is the highes t cos t you
have, depending on the number
of employees," Gi ll said. " For
those with two to three staffers,
you might not worry, but in a
grocery s tory with part-timers
and new employees, w hen a new
person goes fr om $6.5 0 to
$7.50, the person at '$7.50 wants
to make $8.50 and so on. There

is a chain reaction and the cost is
multiplied over the entire staff."
According to a study by the
Employment Policies Institute, a
n onprofit economic research
group that focuses on employment growth, raising the minimu m wage would lead to a
reduction in the number of lowskilled jobs. As employers pay
h igher wages, they would limit
the number of employees hired
and cut back on hours.
James Th ind wa, C hicago
d irector of Jobs with Justice, a
network o f coalitions that fi ghts
for workers rights, said small
businesses do not suffer from
wage increases.
" It 's a lie," Thi ndwa said.
"There is no evidence it caused·
job loss, and it has act ually
resulted in improvements fo r the
economy."
Thindwa said the raise in
income would help the economy
because workers would be more
likely to s pend their extra
money.
" When money is being spent,
it helps churches, ho meless s helters, schools and so on,"
Thindwa said . "States with the
inco mes,
like
highes t
Massachusetts, have better education, better institutions, better
health care and lower divorce
rates. W hen wages go up, the
government
collects
more
money, which leads to a better
infrastructure."
Stud ies done by the Economic
Po licy Institute after the 1997
min imum wage increase fa iled
to fi nd any significant job loss.
Fox reported in her research that
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the low-wage labor market performed better. She said there
were lower uneR1ployment rates,
increased hourly wages and
fam ily income and decreased
poverty rates.

"States with the highest
incomes, like
Massachusetts, have better education, better institutions, better health
care, and lower divorce
rates."
--Ja mes T hindwa,
C hicago director of J obs
W ith J ustice
Despite the debate on smallbusiness effec ts, an increase in
minimum wage is favored by the
A merican public. Accord ing to
an April 2006 s urvey by the
Wash ington D.C. based Pew
Research center, 83 percent of
Americans favor raising the fede ra l m ini mum wage by $2.
Poli tica lly, 72 percen t· of
Republicans and 9 1 percent of
Democrats favor an increase.

Minimum Wage Fails to
Keep Up With Inflation
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
reported that 1.8 million people
currently work at o r b.elow minimum wage. Those working
below min imum wage are legally working for tips , said Brad
Mitche ll , spokesman for the
U.S. Labor Department.

Mitchell said the current
poverty level for a family of
four is $20,000. A person working for $5. 15 an hour for 40
hours a week would on ly make
$10,712 a year. This is S9,288
less than the poverty level.
At S7 .25 an hour, a full- time
minimum wage worker will
makeS 15,080 yearly. In order to
make enough to support a family of four at the poverty level , an
employee would have to make at
least $9.62 an hour.
According to Fox and statistics provided by the Economic
Policy Institute, the average
minimum wage worker contributes 59 percent of the family's earnings. 46 percent of minimum wage workers contribute
to the ent ire budget.
Wh ile the poverty leve l is
adjusted according to the consu mer pr ice index, m in im um
wage fai ls to keep up. Since
1997, the buying value of the
dollar has decreased by 20 percent.
The value of mi nim um wage
has not been this low since 1949
when it was 40 cents, o r $ 3.39
adjusted for inflation. In 1950,
minimum wage was set at 75
cents, or approximately $6.27
today. Inflat ion rates are provided by U.S. Dept. o f Labor.

Illinois Minimum Wage
l ncreas·es
'On Dec. 18, 2006, Governor
Rod R. Blagoj evich, along with
Mayor Richard M. Daley and
other legi slators signed Senate
Bill 1268 , which will raise the

current minimum wage in
Illinois from $6.50 an hour to
$7.50 an hour on July I. 2007.
Each year after that, the minimum wage will increase by 25
cents, until 2010 when it caps
off at $8.25.
Tipped employees, who currently work fo r S3.90 an hour,
will increase over the next three
years to $4.95, and youths under
the age of 18 will also be experiencing
wage
increases.
although they will still be paid
30 cents less than adult workers.
This is the second time
Blagojevich has raised the minimum wage. The first was in
2003, when he broke away from
the federal minimum wage of
$5. 15 and increased the state
minimum wage to $6.50.
"[B usinesses] will definitely
feel pinched by it, especially
near borders where people will
j ust go across the street to busi -·
nesses that won't have cost
increases," Gill said. " There's
always going to be that border.
For example, when the cigarette
tax went up, people just went
across the street and bought
them for cheaper."
He added that other businesses, such as food and gas, will
also be affected by people traveling to' other states rat her than
buying locally.
"Border cities are most affected because they're competing·
with retailers in other states
where they don't h av~ to pay the
same amount," Maisch said.
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Election:
Students able to
sway election in
contested races

Alderman Arenda Troutman for
allegedl y
takin g
bribes.
However, Troutman is not the
first alderman to be arrested. In
fact, according to Simpson, th is
election cycle has the most formerly convicted aldermen running than ever before with four.
Continued from Back Page Despite being arrested, alderman Troutman is currently on
"The ave rage aldermanic the ballot.
" It's called an accumulation
race is about $100,000 with the
more ex pensive ones going up of years," said Russ Stewart, a
to about $250,000," Simpson political anal yst and community
said. "Anybody who can't raise newspaper columnist about the
$100,000, except for a few high number of ex-cons running
minority ward~. is not goi ng to for aldermanic seats. "We' ll
be competiti ve. · some cand i- probably have Troutman rundates have five to seven chal- ning again in eight years."
lengers: usually only one or two
Stewart said there have been
of those cand idates are signifi- two seminal elections in modern
cant."
Chicago history and this may be
The SElU has specifically tar- number three. There is a lot at
geted about a dozen wards stake for both Mayor Daley and
whose alder·
h is supporting
man
also
"Many of the campaigns alderman. If
opposed
the
Mayor Daley
ordinance. In will fall short by one or two wins re-elecand
those wards, the thousand votes and students tion
SEI U has cho- working the precincts could serves out his
sen to throw its
term , he will
swing the difference ... " become the
we'ight behind
an
oppos ing
longest-serv- Dick Simpson, chair of the ing mayor in
a l derma n .
Politica
l
Science
Department
at
Among
the
Chicago hiswards targeted, University of Illinois at Chicago tory, edging
South
the
out his father,
Richard
Loop's
2nd
J.
Ward
alderman
Madeline Daley, who died in office while
Haithcock expects to face stiff serving in 1976.
competition. Haithcock, who
"In '63 , taxes were a major
also voted "no" on the ordi- issue and the white middle class
nance, is feeling pressure from was revolting against Daley;
five other candidates in this that 's not happening this time
election; a run-off is expected.
around," Stewart said. "In '83,
Another development in this you had what was basically a
election has been the recent demographic uprising [when
investigation and arrest of the Harold Washington was elect-

Dick Simpson, chair of the Political Science Department and former 44th Ward alderman
speaks about the student constituency in his office during an interview on Jan. 16. Simpson
said students could swing the election in the 2nd Ward either way.

ed]. You don ' t see a tax revolt,
but you do see numerous chalIenges to the black alderman
who support Daley."
Since 1983, Stewart sajd
voter turnout in Chicago has
been declining at a rate of 5 to
I 0 percent every election. In the
last election in 2003, only 34 .
percent of Chicagoans registered to vote turned out, which
benefits incumbents greatly.
Simpson said the Internet may
play a larger role in this election
than ever before. With websites
like aldertrack.com and many
campaigns having sites and email lists as well, Simpson said
the Internet won 't exactly sway
the election with voters, but it
wi ll have an impact in the way
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Nature functioning nontradltlonally

EXHIBIT DATES: March 5th - April 20, 2007
SUBMISSIONS: All media is we lcome, including, but
not limited to, sculpture, found objects, audio and
fi lm arts.
THEME: Call for work submissions sho-uld effectively
communicate an investigation of organics as medium and organic form. Submissions should address
and emphasize the aesthetic value of nature.
WHO CAN SUBMIT? Open to students, staff and
faculty of Colu·mbia College Chicago.
DROP OFF DATES: February 19-23
DROP OFF LOCATION: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash
Hours: 9am-5pm
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the press reports on it.
"The Internet process wasn 't
as fully developed [in 2003], so
this will be the first time it's
around to play a part," Simpson
said. "It 's not something voters
are using . . . The smart campaigns are using e-mail lists to
organize their volunteers, coordinate people and send out press
releases and even raise money.
But that's only the e-mail side
of the Internet, not the website
stuff."
One
demographic
that
Simpson said could have an
impact on this year's election is
the student population.
" Students could swing the
outcome of the election in any
of the key contested wards if

they chose to combine their
efforts, and they wouldn't even
necessarily need to live in those
wards," Simpson said. "Many of
the campaigns will fall short by
one or two thousand and students working the precincts
could swing the difference, provided there are a sufficient number of them."
To put it into perspective,
only 7,654 votes were cast in
the 2nd Ward in 2003, and over
50,000 students go to school in
the South Loop. Nearly 1,800
students live in the University
Center alone. All of those students have a Chicago address
and the ability to vote.
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A not-so welcome.
home for blackfooted family
Biologists tackle
issues of releasing
zoo animals into
the wild

!ems we deal with ," sai d
Lincoln Park Zoo zoolog ist
Rachel Santymire at a conference Jan. 18 of about I 00 bi ologists and nature resource man:
agers from zoos, non-profits,
nature centers, universities,
By John Biemer/MCT
state governments and C hicagoThe first attempt to reintro- area forest preserves.
Releasing endangered and
duce black-footed ferrets into
threatened species to create selfthe wild flopped.
sustaining
populations and
Coyotes gobbled up the polecats, which once lived across the rebuild balanced ecosystems is
Great Plains but were on the often the goal in saving animals
brink of extinction, because the from extinction. But the endeavcage-born ferrets never learned or can be risky, complex_ and
e x pensiv e,
about natural
predators, how
"If we're going to do this with variables
to bunt prairie we have to be more responsi- ranging from
disease
to
dogs or to take
over
their ble with the resources, not inbreeding to
the whims of
burrows
for
just the animals. With
politician s
homes.
endangered
species,
we
have
holding
the
The second
purse strings
time around, precious few of them, but
for
projects.
biologists used
" Ii's not as
stuffed owls, also the financial resources
easy as dropremote-concan't be wasted. "
ping ferrets out
trolled "mhothe window,"
badgers" and
-Mike
Redmer,
herpetologist
Santymire said.
domestic dogs
The two-day
to chase the
ferrets around, teaching them conference was co-hosted by the
fear. They also brought in zoo and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
prairie dogs to teach the ferrets Service and touched on worldwide
to catch food and live under- examples of reintroduction from
apes to insects.
ground.
Picking winnable battles and
With that help , the fe rrets
preparing well are crucial, particuregained a solid foothold.
"These are some of the prob- larly with limited funding for con-

Maurice Rubin/The Chronicle
Elizabeth Neumaier watches her dog Ginger chase geese on the Lakefront on Jan 19.

servation, said Mike Redmer, a
herpetologist.
"If we're going to do this, we
have to be more responsible with
the resources, not just the animals," Redmer said. "With endangered species, we have precious
few of them, but also the financial
resources can't be wasted."
The success stories include
the gray wolf and the blackfooted ferret, which went from
just 18 in captivity to a wild
population of about 600 today in
a dozen locations from Mexico
to Montana.
The failures include the 32

woodland caribou released in
Maine in 1988 and 1989 but
dead by 1990, killed by black
bears and brain worm. Another
example is the herd of Arabian
oryx, an elegant desert antelope,
which grew to 400 in Oman in
the Middle East before poachers
wiped them out in the late
1990s.
Michael Amaral , a seni or
endangered spec ies specialist
w ith the service's New England
fi e ld office, detailed a decadeslong project to bring back the
American burying beetle, which
once stretched across the eas tern

United States but has dwindled
to tiny populations in Oklahoma
and an island off Rhode Island.
The red and black, I Y,-inch-long
beetle, which feeds and breeds
on dead animals it buries underground, has been reintroduced
to Nantucket Island.
" Look at this magnificent anima l," he said as a s lide of the
beetle projected o n screen
appeared the size of .a rhino.
"Some people say insects don 't
have charisma."
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BODY
WORLDS:
Exhibit returns
to city with
new additions
Continued from Back Page
replaces it wit h a polymer. The
s ize and weight of the speciman
determines how long it takes to
plastinate a body.
"A full body specimen takes at
least six weeks of a constant vacuum," Whalley said. "(But for the
first horse specimen], it took us
three years to finalize the horse
with the rider."
Whalley, who met von
Hagens in a Heide lberg
University dissection class in
1987 and married him in
Vermont in 1992, said the institute had to build a speciali zed
vacuum chamber just to fit the
horse specimen, wh ich debuted
at the first BODY WORLDS
exposition. She said the institute
learned a lot by plastinating a
horse and they just started working on an elephant.
" We just started about 8 to 9
months ago for this, so it will
take at least one and a half years
for it [to be completed],"
Whalley said.
While the elephant is still
being plastinated, visitors can
check out an adult camel, its
midsection removed to display
its organs. With the exception of
a fur mohawk running from its
head to hump to tail, the camel

is all muscle. A baby camel
poised behind sports the same
posture.
Along with the animal and
full body human specime ns, display cases hold various organs,
both healthy and diseased. One
particu lar display, which showcases a set of healthy, white
lungs and black-and-gray smoker ' s and coa l miner 's lungs ,
sparked a great deal of remarks,
according to Ward.
"We saw a lot of comments written in the comment books often
from kids that once they' ve seen
them, they were never going to
smoke," Ward said.
Though some bodies and
organ s produced a positive
response from many people, the
BODY WORLDS organization
has fought allegations that some
of the specimens were executed
Chinese diss idents. While other
similar exhibits, not affi liated
with BODY WORLD S, admitted to using questionab le
remains, von Hagens stated in
an April 2006 open letter on the
BODY WORLDS web page that
all of his bodies are lega lly Vistor Jim Rush walks past "Yoga Girl" at the BODY WORLDS 2 exhibit on its opening day, Jan. 17, at
donated. He also wrote that the Museum of Science and Industry.
"BODY WORLDS has never anatomy at Rosalind Franklin ference between specimens used is an entertainment value to the
needed to seek bodies from University in North Chicago, Ill. in medicine and BODY exhibit, he said people are curiChina or anywhere else for its said BODY WORLDS educates WORLDS. He said bodies ous about what they look like
exhibitions. Indeed, there are no people from a different viewpoint donated for medicine are dis- from the inside. And this fasciChinese plastinated bodies in than that of a normal dissection.
s ected for the education of nation leads to -education.
Dr. von Hagens ' exhibitions."
"Traditional dissections are health professionals in an anato" Most of the people who came
The letter also stated that two more layered ; you have to work my laboratory. While Abel through that I talked to were just
ethics committees created by the from the outside and take things emphasized that he could not curious about what the inside of
Californ ia Science Center in Los away," Abel said. "(With] the speak as a representative of the the body looked like," Abel
Angeles and the Museum of way they' re displaying it, you BODY WORLDS organization, said. "A lot of them wanted to
Science and Industry reviewed have the perspective you would- he said it is clearly laid out on relate it d iseases to either they
and approved documents relat- n't otherwise find ."
paper for people who donate had or members of their family
ing the donated bodies.
Abel, who also helped the their bodies to the Institute for had."
Still, whi le the exhibit may museum with the first BODY Plastination. And they know
BODY WORLDS 2 runs till
shock some visitors, Dr. Marc WORLDS , exp lained that in what they' re getting into.
April 29. For more information
Abel, an associate professor of cadaver donations, there's a difAbel also said although there visit www.msichicago.org

H. U.D. 's definition to relate
more to the Department of
Education's.
However, according to Brian
Sullivan , spokesperson for
H.U .D., it ' s Congress th at
defines "homelessness."
Fo ll ow ing the McKinneyVente Act in 1987, Sullivan sa id
H.U.D. classified the term
" homeless" in order for the govContinued from Back Page ernment to see what programs
are needed to accommodate the
their count, Dwork in said, the home less population, such as
city doesn't have an accurate shelters or more public hous ing
depictio n o f
how
many units.
resources are needed in order to
"Unlike the Department of
help the homeless and particu- Edu cation 's
programs,
programs
are
larly homeless, famili es.
[H.U.D. 's l
According to the coalition's designed to provide housing and
report, 3,824 adults in famil ies service programs to those peoare homeless on a typica l ni ght pie who don' t have anything as
in Chicago. The city reported opposed to those people who are
that on ly 785 famil ies are home- doubled up with family and
less on a typical night.
friends," Sullivan said.
" Based on th eir estimates of
Des pite S ullivan's ex planathe num ber of people that are tion of why the definiti ons vary,
homeless. 1t 's not accurate ly some ex pe rt ~ still say the dcfinicount mg
the
"II U. D ,
d
I
tion is leaving
• · • .f man at~.~ 0 ~·)' out a large pornumber of people, (\o ) It 'an' t no.t cover ma'!y fam_tlte.f tn tion o f people
ac, urate ly dtre economtc strall.v that wh o
need
be
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wal ttHm'• repltrt wa' 1<1 !'It part norn1L ~ t rai t • thnf nrc not In shcl·
''' a natttma l effort to ~hang• ters," he •nltl "Muny lumlllc•

Homeless:

Experts say
city's count
leaves out a
large group

Mayor Richard M. Daley holds a copy or a Chinese textbook while answering questions
about a recent contribution or $500.000 to the Chicago Public Schools' Chinese foreign
language class budget by the Chinese Ministry or Education. Mayor D ley answered questions at Alcott Elementary School, 2625 N. Orchard St .. following presentetlon by stu·
donts currently leornlng Chinese.
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Jazz not the only change at WBEZ
, . . , . - - - ----,

Radio station to
open satellite
bureaus around city

Humboldt Park bureaus came
from a $200,000 grant from the
Joyce Foundation, a public
interest organization that provides grants.
By Steve Baltrukonis
Each bureau will begin with at
. Copy Chief
least one full-time reporter and
Large changes loom for several interns, said Daniel Ash,
Chicago Public Radio's WBEZ Chicago Public Radio's vice president of strategic communications.
91.5 FM.
.
According to a Chicago
- Last year Chicago Public
Radio announced cuts to jazz Public Radio press release disprogramming, a fact w hi ch has tributed last year, three addidrawn ire from some listeners. tional Midwest bureaus will
The station also decided to add also be opened, but where and
several satellite bureaus in when is yet to be determined.
The plan is to map their curChicago and throughout the
Midwest to better cover the rent Midwest news coverage and
try to determine which areas
news.
The bureau openings mark a aren't being covered well
reorganization
of Ch icago enough, Ash said. After that data
Public Radio 's newscasting is collected, it wi ll be used to
decide where
effort, said Torey
Malatia, pres i"Out of the blue, with- the next three
will be
dent and general
out any listener input, the bureaus
located.
of
manager
announced
the
station
Once those
Chicago Public
changes to kill all music decisions are
Rad[o.
.
programming."
made, WBEZ
" We have kind
will
more
of embraced the
David
Gulbransen,
former
a gg r ess iv e ly
newspaper strucsupporter
of
Ch.icago
Public
seek funding
ture, where we
Radio
and support for
have a managing
the remaining
editor overseeing stories being worked on," three offices.
Along with the opening of the
Malatia said. ''They oversee
what's on the newscasts and on new bureaus, Chicago Public
the talk shows."
Radio has chosen to cut down on
The three bureaus include one jazz shows in its programming, a
in Northwest Indiana, w hich decision which has caused some
opened in fall 2005, as well as outcry amongst listeners. This
one in Chicago's Humboldt Park change took effect Jan. 8.
and Englewood neighborhoods
A lthough extensive mus ic
set to open early this year.
programming is being trimmed,
Funding for the Indiana and jazz will not be" entirely absent

Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle
Now home to electrical contractors, a pregnancy center and an attorney's office, 2531 W.
Division St. will soon be the space for the new Humboldt Park bureau. It is set to open early this
year.

from Chicago Public Radio's
airwaves. Dick Buckley will
continue to host a show on rare
jazz recordings on Sunday afternoons.
"Music w ill still be a big part
of what we do at Chicago Public
Radio," sa id Ron Jones,
Chicago Public Radi o's vice
pres ident of programming.
David Gulbransen, a former
supporter of Chicago Public
Radio, now manages a website
urging jazz fans to boyco tt
Chicago Public Radio.

Gulbransen's website, boycottcpr.com, encourages other jazz
lovers to wrj,te to Chicago Public
Radio's sponsors and sign an internet petition, much like the similar
website savethemusiconwbez.org.
" I don' t know what heralded
the change," Gulbransen said.
"Out of the blue, without any
li stener input, the station
announced the changes to kill all
music programming." If they are
a public radio station input from
the public should be their top
priority."
·

While Malatia agrees that the
opinion of the public should be a
priority, he said Chicago Public
Radio's public service motivation would be better fulfilled by
remaining as relevant as possible to community. The public
would be bette r served through
more coverage via the new
bu_reaus, Malatia sa id.
sbaltrukonis@chroniclemail.com
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•
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Only five minutes
until 'Doomsday'
Chicago scientists
warn about global
threats to Earth

" As scientists , we understand
the dangers of nuclear weapons
a nd their devastating effects, and
we are learning how human activities and technologies a re affecting
climate systems in ways that may
By Ra phael G. Satter/ AP
forever change life on Earth," said
The world has nudged closer to Stephen Hawking, the renowned
a nuclear apocalypse and environ- cosmologist and mathematician.
"As citizens of the world, we
me ntal disaster, a trans-Atlantic
g roup of prom inent scientists have a duty to alert the public to
warned Jan . 17, pushing the hand the unnecessary risks that we live
of its symbolic Doom sday Cloc k with every day, and to the perils
we foresee if governments and
two minutes closer to m idnight.
It was the fourth time since the societies do not take action now to
end of the Cold War that the clock render nuclear weapons obsolete
has ticked forward, this time from and to prevent furth e r climate
II :53 p.m. to II :55 p .m., amid change."
fears over what the
The bulletin's
"There 's a realization clock, which for
sc ientists
a re
describing as "a that we are changing our 60 years has fOlsecond
nuclear
lowed the rise
climate for the worse.
age''
p ro mpted
That would have cata- a nd fall o f
largely by atom ic
nuclear
tenstrophic eff ects. "
stando ffs w ith Iran
s ions,
wo uld
and orth Korea.
now also meas- Mark Strauss, editor of
But the organiure
c lima te
Bulletin of the Atomic
zation added that
c hange,
the
Scientists
Bulle tin 's edithe
"dangers
posed by climate
tor,'
Ma rk
change are nearly as dire as those Strauss, told The Associated Press.
posed by nuclear weapons."
"There's a realization that .we
The C hicago-based Bulletin of are c ha nging our climate for the
the Atomic Scientists, founded in worse. T hat would have cata1945 as a newsletter distributed strophic
effects,"
he s aid .
among nuclear p hysicists con- "Although the threat is not as dire
cerned by the possibility of nuclear as that of nuclear weapons right
war. has since grown into an now, in the kmg tcm1 we a re lookorganization focused more gener- ing at a serious threat."
ally on manmade threats to the surThe threat o f nuclear war, howvival of human civilization.
ever, remains by far the organiza-

British scientist Stephen Hawking is seen during a press conference on the 'Doomsday Clock,' a symbol of the risk of atomic cataclysm. at the Royal Society in London, on Jan. 17. Hawking described climate change as a greater threat to tt>e planet than terrorism. Hawking made the remarks as other
prominent scientists prepared to push the giant hand of the Doomsday Clock.
tion 's most pressing concern. " It's coordination with the group's following the successful test of a
importa nt to e mphasize 50 o f sponsors.
hydrogen bomb by the United
today's nuclear weapons could kill
Since it was set at seven minutes States. It has been as far away as
to midnight in 1947, the hand has
200 million people," Strauss said.
17 minutes, set there in 199 1 folT he decision to move the clock been moved 18 times, including lowmg the demise of the Soviet
is made by the bulletin's board, Wednesday's •nove.
Union.
which is composed o f prominent
It came closest to midnightscie ntists and policy experts, in just two minutes a way-in 1953 ,
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Scoo·p .in the Loop:

By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

For the last two weeks, everyone in Chicago with a blinking
and breathing head on their
shoulders should have heard
about the looming snow storm
about to consume the city. For
days, meteorologists on every
network news channel predicted
the storm of the year. One report
claimed it would be the most
snowfall in half a decade.
Another even stated that it would
be the "-storm of the century."
Bracing for a winter catastrophe-[ prepared.
Before heading out to a friend's
house on Kimball Avenue, I
equipped myself with one hat,
two scarves, mittens, two undershirts, a long sleeve shirt, long
underwear, two pairs of socks, a
sweatshirt, hood and one incredibly large jacket. I've been caught
in some evil snow storms before

and was determined not to let it
happen again. Before opening my
door, I even psyched up while
going through the motions in my
head of what I was about to do
after stepping outside.
I touched the handle first, waiting to enter a winter apocalypse
of snow. I unlocked the deadbolt
and· charged out into the blustery
night, but as I burst out, something struck my face. It was rain,
and it wasn't freezing, or coming
down very hard.
Brilliant, I thought. I beat the
storm! I rushed to my car and
tossed the ice scraper into the
back seat. I figured I would have
to deal with the blizzard on my
drive home. Cruising north down
Western Avenue, I kept peeking
my face over the steering wheel,
my eyes wandering up at the
gathering gray clouds .. They didn't look exactly like snow clouds,
just regular ol' rain clouds. But
. what do I know? I'm no meteorologist.
. Despite my doubts, I drove on,
turning the heat down and slowly
removing layers as I sped down
the rain-slicked street. I arrived at
my destination, parked on
Milwaukee Avenue and although
the rain picked up slightly, it got
a bit warmer.
I went inside to a furnace-like
apartment and instantly. removed
my remaining layers. After

Here's to planning for the future
watching a movie, I began sweating and feeling sleepy. The sound
of rain remained steadfast, and it
was obvious it wasn't freezing '
into sleet or snow.
"Weren't we supposed to have,
like, a crazy snowstorm tonight?"
my friend muttered to me.
"Yup. Wonder where it is," I
said, scratching my chin. " Maybe
weathermen should be fined for
fabricating forecasts, or people
should be allowed to gamble on
their prediciions."
Either way I was beginning to
realize Tom Skilling had been
wrong about this evening and the
evening before. For two days this
crap was being jammed down our
throats and on the second night,
my pessimism began seeping
through.
After all, I had made different
plans in'preparation for the storm.
Instead of driving back to the
suburbs to visit my parents and
plead poverty, I decided to spend
a night in, watching a movie, possibly warmed by a small fire.
It was getting late, and the rain
started to let up from the measly
rate it was coming down before. I
left the apartment at about 3 a.m.,
just as the rain about stopped.
It was a brisk night, getting
colder as the world spun away
from the sun. Turning the comer
and rubbing my arms that were
carrying most of my layers, I

noticed my white Oldsmobile station wagon was the only car on
the street. And there was a little
orange piece of paper on the
windshield flickering in the wind.
I cursed violently at the night
sky, screaming loudly while
shaking my raised fist in anger.
I' m already paying off nearly
$600 in parking tickets, most of
which were without warrant.
There was the one for parking
too far away from the curb, one
for squealing my tires (the cop
wrote "squeezing") and another
one for having a "for sale" sign in
my back window. And now this?
I scurried over to my car,
ripped the sopping wet paper
from the hood and immediately
checked the street sign. And what
was my violation? Parking in
more than two inches of snow
from 3 a.m. to 9 a.m. Oh, and did
I mention it was about 3:15a.m.?
Anyhow, this made me realize
two things. One: Never trust
weathermen. They are probably
giving false forecasts only to benefit themselves-self-interest
could really get us all killed. Two:
Never plan for the future, because
now, I am sick. I have cold sweats
and a fever. Turns out doctors
were right about that "don't go
outside to cool off thing."

In Public
January 23
If you're a nerd and want to
date a fellow nerd, go to Guthries
Tavern, 1300 W. Addison St.,
from 7-10 p.m. To register, call
(312) 351-3285 or pay $20 at the
door.
January 24
The cold has finally arrived, so
create yourself a reversible scarf.
Vicky Sayre will demonstrate
how to make a scarf at the
Chicago Tourism Center, 72 E.
Randolph St., at 6 p.m. It's free,
but materials cost $25 and reservations are needed. For more
information, call (312) 744-2400
or (312) 742-8497.
January 25

Metro news briefs: a short week in review

Join the Chicago Tribune and
Sun Times music critics Greg Kot
and Jim DeRogatis for a live taping of Chicago Public Radio's
"Sound Opinions," the world's
only rock ' n' roll talk show.
Audience participation is encouraged for the Valentine's Day
themed show, which will air Feb
9. Show starts at 7 p.m. at the
Chicago
Cultural
Center's
Claudia Cassidy Theater, 78 E.
Washington St. For more information
visit
chicagopublicradio. orgl events
for reservations.

Global campus operating
Revenue
Department
on smaller scale
investigates parking spaces

Want a job working for
Bears fans want smoking
back
the state?

January 26

The University of Illinois
President B. Joseph White's dreams
to have a massive online university
have been shattered, according to
the Chicago Tribune. Faculty and
staffdid not respond favorably to the
plans to create a Global Campus,
which has led to major cutbacks in
plans. The new plan includes making the online campus an academic
unit rather than a corporation and
gives faculty members the ability to
design and control courses. The
Global Campus is no longer operating as a for-profit organization and is
not seeking independent accreditation. U of I has spent more than $1.1
million already on this project, and
although it is currently operating as
non-profit, White expects it to
become profitable in five·years.

Local officials in Oak Forest,
Tinley Park and Orland Park are
reconsidering the Jan. 2 ban on
smoking after bars owners complained of business trouble following the Bears games, according to
the Tribune. Sports bar owneri; said
their businesses were sinking as
much as 50 percent because smoking was not allowed within the
bars. Many smoking patrons have
moved to bars in surrounding areas
where smoking laws do not exist,
while others remain at home.
Because of the recent Bears victories, communities are considering
temporarily lifting the ban until
mid-March, long after the Super
Bowl ends.

The Chicago Department of
Revenue has decided to take action
after a Sun-Times investigation
revealed an extensive abuse of
handicapped parking spaces. The
Chicago Revenue Department has
been comparing parking permits
with
Social
Security
Administration
and
Illinois
Secretary of State databases and
found 448 parking signs that are
not valid. Many of the parking
signs were registered under people
who are now deceased. According
to the Sun-Times investigation,
nearly IO percentofthe 11 ,423 disabled parking spots were near
addresses where no registered disabled residents lived.

jewert@chronic/email.com

The Blagojevich administration
recently came out with the prototype of an electronic hiring system
that will make state jobs only a
mouse click away, the Chicago
Tribune reported. The system is
designed to increase access to state
jobs while limiting the opportunity
for unlawful hiring. The webbased system will hide information
that would identify potentia l
employees to state personnel. This
allows the state to grade applications based on training and experience rather than blindly hiring
employees based on name. The
system should be available by the
end of the year.

Be on the lookout
An unknown man assaulted a 22-year-old
woman on Jan . II at the CTA's Red Line station
at I W. Harrison St. The offender approached the
victim from behind and grabbed her buttocks in
a " menacing way." The woman yelled at the man
to stop, at which point the 30 to 40-year-old man
ran in an unknown direction. The victim refused
medical attention.
Maybe they didn' t see anything they liked
....:/{ assault

) ( break In

Q child porn
~loitering

*

theft

A 3(-year-old woman reported to police on
Jan . 6 that her apartment was broken into after
waking up and finding her front door unlocked
and opened. Although no items were taken from
the victim's apartment at 1212 S. Michigan Ave.,
a box of books by the door front had been
moved. No suspects have been apprehended.
Is the ending a surprise?

Two witnesses from Rooseve lt University's
library, 430 S. Michigan Ave ., reported to police
on Jan. 12 that a man had been using the library 's
computer to download and print child pomogra-

Hear Northwestern's faculty
and master's program students in
creative nonfiction read their
stuff; authors Michael McColly
and S.L. Wisenberg will be featured. The event is free and open
to the public at MoJoe's Hot
House, 2849 W. Belmont Ave., at
7 p.m. Call (312) 503-4682 to
RSVP.
If you live in Uptown or North
Lakeview and are interested in
who is running for alderman, go
to Nick's Uptown, 4015 N.
Sheridan Rd., from 8 p.ni. until
midnight. James Cappleman,
aldermanic candidate for the 46th
Ward is having a fundraiser.
Funds, however, are not mandatory'/There will be live music.

phy. The 35-year-old offender also photocopied
pornographic images before later returning to the
library to continue downloading more . The man
was arrested by police and later discovered to be
a registered sex offender.
Isn't it a homeless shelter?
Police arrested a 39-year-old man on Jan. I 0
after refusing to leave the Pacific Garden
Mission, 646 S. State St. The man was put into
custody for criminal trespassing after ignoring a
worker's repeated requests for him to leave the
premise .
That's a large chunk of change
An employee of the South Loop Club, 70 I S.
State St. , reported to police on Jan . 4 that severa l ATM withdrawals had been mysteriously
taken from his bank account while he was out of
town. The transactions were processed on several different days with several credit/debit cards.
The missing money totaled $5,700.

Compiled by Chronicle stqff through informJJtlon provitkd by the Chicago Pollet Department.
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Flexing their muscles

2007 municipal election
Candidates get ready
to face off in 2007
municipal election
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Bea t Editor

Too often during elecriun
c:rcles the concerns of ,\·tudent
constituencies get forgo/len as
politicians pander to lml{cr and
more affluent demographics. So.
while the tlavs cu1mt down to
Chicago's Fe h. 2 7 municipal
election. when voters elect the
Mayor. Clerk. Treasurer and
aldermen of Chicago's 50 ward<.
The Chronicle will be there for
each twist and turn to report on
the stories that bring the ever
growing studem constituency imo
focus.
As 011 inrroductio11. The
Chronicle asked a f ew of
Chicago :f top political experts
a11d ana~vsts what to expect from
this years election.
Coming in the midst of city
hall hiring probes. aldermanic
investigations and a Chicago
O lympic bid. this year 's election
is not without its s hare of controversy.
Dick Simpson. former alderman of the Northside's 44th Ward
and current c hair of the Political
Science Department at the
University of Ill inois at Chicago,
said this election has the best
c rop of a lderman ic candi da tes
he 's seen since 1987, w hen
Harold Washington was mayo r.
" During the Daley years, since
'89, the numbers of aldermanic
contests have gone down significantly," Simpson said. " In the last
election, there were fi ve a lde rmanic run-offs out of 50 wards."
Simpson said he expects more
run-off races this time a round, if
one alderman does not receive 50
percent of the vote a nd the two
top finishers face off s evera l
weeks later.
Major factors catalyzing a rise
in run-offs, Simpson said, a re the
loca l labor unions . In years past,
Mayor Ric hard M . Daley benefited from having local unions like

Service
Em p loyees
the
International Union (SEIU) and
the Chicago Fede ratio n of Labor
(CFL) to help canvass neig hborhoods and raise mo ney. T h is year.
both have c hosen not to s upport
the mayor because o f his opposition to the Big Box Living Wage
ordinance. w hi ch would have
required la rge re tailers to pay
their employees $ 10 an hour with
$3 in benefits.
Frank Coconate. a mem ber of
the SEIU and union organizer,
said although Mayor Daley's
opposition to the Big Box ordina nce contributed to the union 's
decision not to endorse him , the
gro up wi thd re w its s upport
because of the privatization o f
many city jobs.
"When you bri ng in a contractor, you' re bringing in an outsider, and [the outsider contractor 's] help doesn 't have to live in
Chicago. wh ile public e m ployees
do.'' Coconate said. "The real
labor guys. the brick layers, the
drivers and the engineers. they're
pissed at Daley because he 's been
e liminating jobs in the city of
C hicago and allowing all these
scabs to come in and do all the
work that these unions used to
do."
S i nee the labor unions c hose
not to endorse any candidate, he
said their impact w ill be m inimal
in the mayora l race. Coconate,
who has bee n canvassing and
organizing agains t Ted Matlak of
the Northwest side's 32nd Ward
a nd Pa trick Levar of the 45 th
Ward, said if the union leadersh ip really wanted Mayor Daley
o ut of office, they could make it
happen.
"What I' m really disgusted
with is that we really could have
flexed our muscle and this was
o ur opportunity to do something
a nd our leadership let us a ll
down," Coconate said.
The union's support wi ll be felt
much more in the alderman ic
races, where money and man
power a rc sometimes ha rd to
come by.
See Election , Page 38
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Mauricio RublojThe Chronicle
Mav1s and Denn1s S we e ny o bserve t h e BODY WORLDS 2 e xhib it a t its Jan . 17opening day at the
Museu m ~f Sc1ence a nd Industry. Mav1s S~eeny IS a massage therapist from Jerseyville 111. and
has b e en wa 1tmg fo r a long t1 me to v1s1t th1s. It's mte resting to see t he musc les I'm massag ing
1n person ."

BODY WORLDS
exhibit returns to
Museum of Science
and Industry
By Eric Kasang
Managing Editor
The woman 's body is hovering
parallel to the ground, held up only
by her partner 's hand. and the figure skaters are engaged in the
"Death Spiral." This move places
the woman spiraling on one skate
while her partner acts as a pin,
ho lding her hand and rotating with
he r. However, unlike other figure
skaters, this pair is dead. their bodies devoid of flesh and e ncased in
a plastic polyme r to show muscles
and bones in motio n.
·n,ese posing " athletes" along
w ith more than 200 huma n specimens are part o f the new BO DY
WO RLDS 2 exhibit a t the

Museum o f Science and Industry,
5700 S. Lake Shore Drive. And
like the first BODY WORLDS
display, wh ich pulled in 800,000
visitors in 2005, the exhibit will
likely draw both crowds and possibly controversy over the use of
huma n remains.
Although the display may turn
som e people off, Dr. Patricia
Ward. project coordinator for the
museum, said many visitors reacted positively to the first BODY
WO RLDS show and wanted it to
return.
" Most people who had seen the
orig inal BO DY WORLDS had
wanted to see it again," Ward said.
"Or wanted to see this type o f
presentation again [as well as]
people who never got a c hance to
sec it."
·n,e BO DY WO RLDS specime ns nre preserved during a procedure called plnstination, whic h

was created by Dr. Gunther von
Hagens, a German anatomist
process o f preserving donated
bodies in plastic allows for posing
and limb manipulation.
Dr. Angelina Whalley, the creator and conceptual designer for /
BODY WORLDS, explained how·
the Institution for Plastination in
Heidelberg, Ge nnany, worked
w ith donated bodies.
In orde r to preserve the bodies,
fat and water must be removed
from the body's tissues. However,
body fluid cannot be directly
replaced with the polymers; they
are chemically incompatible.
Instead. acetone, an evaporating
solvent replaces the body fluids,
acco rding to Whalley. This
process, which occur.~ in a vacuum
chamber, then draws out the rapidly e va porating acetone and

lbis

See BODY WORLDS, Page 40

Homeless numbers unequal
New report shows
homeless population
much higher than
city's count
Oy Jonn Lhnmcrnwn

Assistant City Beat Editor
Foa somt , New Ycnr 's rcsoha·
lose wc i ~ h t ur I'Cl' Hil·
IICC I w ilh frk 11ds 111'1' ill f11ll
' wi 11g th is 11111111h. h 111 <11>-YI'III'o ld l ' h iciii(O rcs idc111 l ' 11rrie
Ml'III IYIC 1111d her lwo c hildn·11
lit•ti S lu

hJI Vl ' II H 'Nt l lll l ioll ltlill'l' l'PIIlpl i •

~11 11·d .

l l11·y IICI'd II home.
1\llt'l 11 y c11r lo11!! • trll!(!(lt• II>
li11d ~ l 1• 11 d y W ill~ 111111 wi th
Mt llll y lt''' IH IIil ll'l 1111 h>ll!(l'f
uh ll' In f'II Y h111'k lhc 111111 1 1(111\~
P ll
IIII W

lhl' l l

h tlllll.,

loi C\' Io•UII l'

I~

ln•l Wel• k• 11\YII y, llllll • ht•

hn " l ln Wh l' l\' I n V.P
" I ll'll lly 11111 wl1111 y1111 Wllll ltl
Khnl fJndlo(or/ 11 111 C1 11111 1h 1"

sa y ho meless now," Mc intyre
snicl .
ll owcver. w h ile Mc intyre
mny think nf herself ns homeless, Chicngo's nnnunl report on
the hnmeless populntion snys
nl hcrwisc.
1\cconling to 11 re p11rt rclcnscd
hy t ' h icngo's Dt•pn rtmc nt of
llu1111111 Services, fll'n pk like
Mcint y re who nrc 11cnr ho mck sslless 1111d thnse t<'mpnrnri ly
s t11y i1114 w ith liuu ily 1>r l'r ic11ds
111'1'11 ' 1 illcl udt•d in th ~ d tv's
holl ll'lt•ss pnpulnth111 .
·
ll ut r,.r till' lirst t im e.
t 'h klll(ll's t\>nlith'n for the
1111111dcss, II nu npr111i t ll!lcncy,
Is sh l11l 11fl ll~th l 1111 thllst•, ~~ ~ ~·
Ml'lllt)' IC, wh11 IUt• n11t rcprc·
"''lllt•d 111 the dt1•'s Ctll lllt .
1\t'l'lllllln~~o h>, the conlltlon 's
ll' ll\11 1 ll' ll'IISCd lnst n10 11lh,
.' l .tl I ~ mlults nf\' l u •m~ l css o n
w hnl lh••y l'llllsldt•l 111 hl' n " ty p·

icnl night in C hicago" ; n number fa r from the estimated 6.7 15
ad u lts repor ted by H u m an
Services.
Accnrding to Julie Dworkin.
poli•·y m nnngcr nt the coalition,
hy u sin g the Department of
Education 's cldin ition of hom ek ssncss nvcr tl11· Ocpnrtmcnt of
ll o usin~:~
nml
Urbnn
f)(•vclo pnwnt's, it nllow s the m
111 tnk<· into nccount I'<'Ople w h11
nrc livin11 on th ~ couchl's (lf
lhmily m e m h1•rs \If friends nml
those m•nr in~tli l'<· o n thll stn.'Ns.
('urrontl
the ci t • uses
ll .li . D .'s tlet1 n lthm in their
1''-'pl>rt; m cnniull thllll~''"'~
Md ut r<' w h11 nl't' tl <'tltin~t
h11m cl;•ssncss '" ' thos<' ,t,>uhk'\1
up " ith llun lly m tril't\lls nl't' n<lt
\'\IUilt\'11.
lll'\'" IISI.' su~h tl lnt)l\' t~I\>UII 11f
P'' ''l'lc til\' 1111t l't'l)l'\' c ntctl in

m.c

